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THE AQUEDUCT UNDER THE HARLEM RIVER.

Perhaps the most interesting and novel feature of

the great aqueduct now being built by the city of

New York to increase its water supply is that portion

of the tunnel extending beneath the Harlem River.

The contrast between the old and the new methods of

crossing this river has been happily brought out by our

artist in the frontispiece. High Bridge, over which

the present supply comes, shows plainly in the back

ground ; the foreground being occupied by the section

through the bed and banks of the river, far below the

surface- of which the new aqueduct is to pass.

We here have, within a half mile, the two most won

derful examples of conducting water across a river—

one forming the most conspicuous and attractive ob

ject in a naturally beautiful region ; the other forming

the safer conveyer, far beyond the reach of any efforts

that might be made to destroy it, and as durable as the

solid rock in which it is buried.

The bed of the river is composed of sand and gravel

at the eastern side, and mud at the western side ; be

low these is hard rock, which takes the form, immedi

ately under the mud, of a sort of deep, narrow valley,

as shown in the accompanying longitudinal section.

To clear this low spot, the aqueduct must be sunk at

least 150 feet below the river water level, when the cross

ing can be made through solid rock. After reaching the

bottom of shaft No. 25, during construction, a small

test drift will be extended to the doubtful rock ; if this

shows hard rock, the tunnel will be erected as indicat

ed by the full lines ; but if it uncovers loose rock, the

shaft will be further extended, and the tunnel built as

indicated by the dotted lines.

Section 12 of the aqueduct extends from a point in

the vicinity of shaft 24 (shown in a map published, to

gether with a general description of the aqueduct, in

the Scientific American of November 7, 1885) on the
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easterly side of the Harlem River across and under the

river to a point near 178th street and Tenth avenue, a

total distance of about 1,937 feet. A short distance

east of the river the aqueduct is carried downward on

a grade of 15 in the 100, the diameter being 12 feet

3 inches to a point just east of shaft 24 ; from here to

shaft 25, on the opposite side of the Harlem, the grade

is 2 in the 100, and the diameter 10 feet 6 inches.

The water on its way to the city will then flow

up shaft 25 to a point above the surface of the river—

at a level about equal to that of the aqueduct at the

opposite side before it dips to pass under the bed of the

river—and from thence through solid rock to a gate

house at 135th street, between Convent and 10th

avenues, the diameter of the last mentioned portion

being 12 ft. 3 in. This section of the aqueduct is to be

lined with masonry throughout, and that portion be

low the river is to be lined with cast iron to prevent

percolation. Where the aqueduct has a diameter of 12

ft. 3 in., the cross section of the excavation is to be a

circle 14 ft. 11 in. in diameter ; where it is 10 ft. 6 in. in

diameter, the circular section of the excavation is to be

13 ft. 10 in. in diameter. The test drift is to have a rect

angular section 7 ft. wide by 6 ft. high, and the blow-

off tunnel to be excavated between shaft 25 and the

river, above high-water mark, for the accommodation

of two blow-off pipes, is to be 12 ft. wide by 6 ft. high.

The lining is to be of brick, backed up with concrete

and rubble stone, and all the masonry is to be laid in

hydraulic cement mortar, all of which will be subjected

to severe tests before being accepted. All the mortar

is to consist of 1 part of cement to 2 parts of clean sharp

sand, and the broken stone for the concrete is not to

exceed 2 in. in greatest diameter.

The excavation for the double shaft 25 is to be 38 ft.

wide, across the line of the aqueduct, by 16 ft. 6 in.

(Continued on page 372.)
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ANOMALOUS CONGBESSI0NAL LEGISLATION.

The U. S. Senate passed upon the first day of the

present month the Plumb bill imposing restrictions up

on aliens or alien corporations holding land. The bill

may be cited as interesting, in offering a contrast to

other proposed legislation now before the country. In

the Plumb bill, foreign corporations and also individual

foreigners who have not declared their intentions of

becoming citizens are prevented from holding title to

land in the United States or Territories. Foreign capi

tal is excluded by this measure from the development

of the resources of the country. The same legislature

proposes to grant copyright protection to the work of

foreign authors. This is one of the contrasts. The

foreign capitalist is to be prevented from spending

money on the development of the natural resources of

the country. He is not to have the privilege of culti

vating and bringing into civilization the old time des

erts of the West. But the foreign author, without do

ing one particle of material good to us, is to have pro

tection accorded him, and the imaginary property

rights of an author are cited in defense of the justice of

this proceeding. As far as the interests of the country

are concerned, the tendency of legislation should be the

reverse of this.

By these three bills, if they should become laws, the

following results would be achieved :

1. By the Plumb bill, which has been passed by the

Senate, foreigners will be debarred from sending their

money to this country.

2. By the copyright bill, which has been favorably

reported to the Senate, foreigners will be allowed to

obtain patent monopolies here, lasting 42 years. This

will enable the foreigner to sit in his chair at home and

drain money from the United States.

3. By the House bill 4,458, favorably reported to the

House (published in full in our last number), American

inventors are deprived of protection, and the inajority

of all patents for new inventions are made free to in

fringers.

Westinghouse, (jeorge. .
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RESISTANCE TO OBNOXIOUS LEGISLATION.

We have repeatedly called the attention of our

readers to obnoxious patent laws which we feared the

national legislature might pass. Last week we gave

the text of one (House bill 4,458) that has actually

been recommended for enactment by the Committee

on Patents. These proposed laws have occupied much

of the attention of Congress for several sessions. All

are a menace to the industries of the country, and it

is impossible to predict which one may pass.

If the verdict were sought from manufacturers, in

ventors, and all who have an unselfish interest in the

welfare of the country in days to come, and if such

verdict were abided by, the patent statutes would be

unchanged, save to make them cover a wider field

of usefulness, and to render their benefits even more

accessible than they are now. But from one or the

other branch of the legislature attacks upon the

present system are repeatedly made.

The conclusion is an obvious one. Such inimical

legislation should be resisted in its first stages.

Every manufacturer of standing is deeply interested

in the maintenance in its integrity of our system of

patent laws. Whether a maker of patented articles or

not, he will find that his whole business rests on pat

ents for its basis. Patented machines do the work.

I Every ingenious detail is due to the inventor's labor,

I which never would have been exerted without the

stimulus of a possible patenting. The cheapness of

I production, the cheapness of making business an

nouncement of it by printed notices, are both due to

the use of patented inventions. If a manufacturer

were not animated by a sense of justice, but were

only ruled by self-interest, he should espouse the cause

of the patent statutes.

Following the large manufacturers come workmen,

agents, dealers in supplies, and the like, whose welfare

is as deeply involved. They draw upon the industries

of the country, and all that affects manufacturing pros

perity concerns them. Those interested in every fac

tory, from head to the lowest employe, should,* from

simple self-interest, be supporters of the present system

of patents.

In their hands is the power of doing much to stop

these threatened invasions of the inventor's rights ;

for in any enlightened view of the case, governmental

protection is the least that is his due. A congressional

representative or senator is, directly or indirectly, un

der the influence of his constituency. When bad leg

islation is imminent, the constituents of each represent

ative should apprise him of their views. Every manu-

afacturer should arrange memorials in protest, to be

signed by himself and all his workmen. These should

be forwarded to Washington to the representatives per

sonally. It is fair to assume that were this done all

over the country, the just and expedient view of the

matter would be made so prominent that legislation

hostile to patents would never have a chance of pass

ing.

If, on the other hand, the members of Congress do

not hear from their constituents, and believe all they

are told by some interested member, they will be ex

ceedingly apt to pass some one of these bad bills dur

ing the session. They can hardly be blamed for so do

ing, except upon general principles. Many of them do

not give the subject sufficient thought to act intelli

gently on it, and thisinvolvesaderelietion. Theirduty

is, of course, to become so informed, but the voice of

their constituents, expressed as we have suggested,

would be effectual in turning the scale.

At the present time, such action is imperatively

needed. Our readers know the provisions of the bill

that has occasioned these remarks. They have been

given verbatim by us. What we would now suggest is

for the manufacturers of the country to unite in an

effectual protest against the ruinous measure.

OZONE AND PNEUMONIA.

Dr. Draper, of the New York Meteorological Observa

tory at Central Park, has been continuing his research

es into the possible connection between climatic con

ditions and the death rate from pneumonia. Since the

beginning of 1885, the disease has assumed the form of

an epidemic, and has been particularly fatal in New

York. A comparison of the statistics of the malady with

many thousand meteorological observations failed to

show any continuous connection between the two. But

when ozone is taken into consideration, Dr. Draper

states that he found a very close connection between its

presence and the fatality of pneumonia. He has col

lected the statistics on both subjects for the past eight

years, and in order to present their monthly and annual

fluctuations in a graphic manner suitable for compari

son, he has constructed diagrammatic tables. He finds

that the annual average amount of ozone increased

from 1878 to 1882, then decreased through 1883 and

1884, and again increased very decidedly in 1885. Com

paring these observations with the fluctuations in the

death rate from pneumonia in New York, Dr. Draper

states that generally when there was an excess of ozone

present in the atmosphere, there was also a high mor

tality from pneumonia during that month, or in the

month following.

Without wishing for a moment to disparage the care

with which these observations have doubtless been

made, we must take exception to the conclusions de

duced from them, for we believe that there is absolutely

no support for such a theory.

As the popular conception of ozone does not appear

to be very definite, it may be worth while to ask in the

first place what it is, and whether, as it occurs in the

atmosphere, it is injurious to the animal economy.

Ozone is a colorless gas possessing a peculiar odor, from

which it derives its name. In composition, it is simply

a modified form of oxygen, one-half again as dense as

the ordinary gas, and having much more powerful

chemical affinities. It may be produced in several

ways. In the electrolysis of acidulated water, it is

evolved in considerable quantities at the positive

pole. It is also produced by the slow oxidation of

phosphorus in air. But its largest source of supply

is in electrical discharges through air or oxygen gas,

and in the evaporation of water. Both of these processes

condense the atmospheric oxygen and produce ozone.

In a sufficient quantity it is undoubtedly inimical to

animal life. Dr. Redfern has asserted that the inhala

tion of oxygen gas containing only one two-hundred-

and-fortieth of its volume of ozone will cause death

in all animals. The ozone produces intense conges

tion of the lungs, and through its strong oxidizing

action completely decolorizes the blood, the albumen

being entirely destroyed. Such being some of the

most important qualities of the gas, the question of

its connection with pneumonia turns upon whether

it is present in the atmosphere in sufficient quantity

to be injurious ; whether we possess proper methods

for estimating its quantity; and whether, in a com

parison between New York and other places, the

supposed connection between the disease and the gas

can be shown to be independent of the local climatol

ogy of the metropolis.

The existence of ozone in the atmosphere, first an

nounced by Schoenbein, though disputed for some

time, is now universally admitted. But it is present

in such very small quantity that it is very difficult to

determine its amount. It varies with the climatic con

ditions. It has been stated on good authority that

the amount of ozone in the air stands in a direct re

lation to the amount of atmospheric electricity present.

The method of estimation is a very rough one. It

depends upon the property possessed by ozone of

liberating iodine from its combinations. Papers im

pregnated with a solution of starch and iodide of po

tassium are exposed to the atmosphere to be tested.

As free iodine forms with starch a decided blue color,

the appearance of this tint indicates the presence of

ozone. The quantity is estimated by comparing the

tint produced with that of certain standard tints pre

pared by exposure to known percentages of ozone. At

best the results are only approximate, and when it is

remembered that certain other substances, such as

oxide of nitrogen, which is frequently present in the

air, produce the same coloration, it will be seen that
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but very limited confidence can be placed in the quan

titative value of this reaction. As the result of passing

100 liters of air through a dilute solution of hydriodic

acid, Zenger obtained an amount of iodine correspond

ing to between 0-001 and 0'002 milligramme of ozone, an

amount absolutely inappreciable in its effect upon

human life. Taking into consideration, therefore, the

minute quantity of gas and the rough method of its

estimation, we very much doubt whether it can be

shown to have undergone such a variation as indicated

by the tables mentioned. But be this as it may, there

are other considerations which disprove the proposi

tion.

The presence of ozone in the atmosphere is usually

indicative of health. It is found in the greatest amount

in the air of the country, in the mountains, and at the

seaside, the greatest proportion being found during

and after thunder storms. In any thickly inhabited

district, and particularly in towns and cities where

much coal is burned, the atmosphere is almost free

from ozone ; and when present, it is quickly reduced

to ordinary oxygen by the dust and organic emanations,

or the sulphurous acid present in such an atmosphere.

It is unquestionable, therefore, that New York city is

deficient in ozone, when compared with the surround

ing country and smaller towns. Yet it is the favorite

haunt of pneumonia, a disease, by the way, which is

particularly prevalent during the winter and spring,

while the amount of ozone is greatest in summer. The

national health statistics, prepared by Dr. Billings,

show that in proportion to the population there are

more deaths from pneumonia in New York than in any

other part of the country.

It seems to us, therefore, an incontrovertible argu

ment against Dr. Draper's theory that the greatest

number of deaths from the disease should occur in a

city, the atmosphere of which is deficient in the hypo-

thetically exciting cause.

On the other hand, the beneficial action of ozone in

purifying the air and freeing it from organic contamin

ations has been so well recognized that there are now

manufactured special ozone-producing machines for

use in ventilating churches, theaters, and other build

ings where large numbers of people are congregated.

A modified form of Holtz auto-exciter has recently been

devised by Mr. H. D. Hall, for the production of ozone

for this very purpose.

The stronger probability is that the high death rate

from pneumonia in New York is due to the presence of

large amounts of organic contaminations in the atmo

sphere. The immense number of vehicles and horses

employed in the city, and the impossibility of cleaning

the streets except at stated intervals, result in the pro

duction of a local atmosphere of peculiar nature.

About 160,000 tons of organic matter are dropped in

the streets of New York in a year. But in the mean

time, before this material can be removed, it is dried

and ground up by the constant march of animals and

vehicles until the atmosphere on the streets becomes

surcharged with fine particles of organic impurities,

which our citizens take into their lungs. The breath

ing of such an atmosphere is sufficient to account not

only for pneumonia, but as well for many other dis

eases. In addition to these contaminations are vast

volumes of sewer gas, together with the regular rise of

gas from the soil, the result of leakages from the hun

dreds of miles of pipe which fill the streets. The action

of ozone is to purify this vile atmosphere, and its pres

ence in large quantities would, within the limits of its

occurrence in nature, tend to a diminution, rather than

an increase, in pneumonia.

ment is made before the exposure is completed, but as

the lens tube and cylinder can be rotated so rapidly,

and through such a small space, it practically does not

interfere with the successful operation of the appara

tus. When the lens tube is thrown up horizontally,

the image is projected upon the sensitive plate held in

a holder at the back of the box. There is a device for

holding the shutter open, so that a time exposure can

be made, and a device for increasing or decreasing the

speed of the shutter.

The advantage of the camera is that no finder is re

quired, that the operator sees the image he is going to

capture up to the second of exposure, and knows ex

actly what he should take in on the plate. The model

exhibited was quite compact and very neatly made.

All of the working parts worked freely and rapidly.

Specimen photographs taken with it were shown.

The Photographers' Association of America.—The

seventh annual convention of this association is to be

held at St. Louis, Mo., on June 22, and will close on the

25th. The president, Mr. Win. H. Potter, is known as

an active, progressive Western photographer, and as

he will be assisted by Mr. G. Cramer, a resident of St.

Louis, and one of the oldest and largest manufacturers

of dry plates. It is expected a meeting and an exhibi

tion of photographs of unusual interest will be the

result of their enterprise.

There will also be a large display of improved photo

graphic apparatus; prizes are to be awarded for the

best photographs and for essays on practical subjects

pertaining to photography.

PROFESSOR BROOKS' COMETS.

The new comet just announced by Professor Brooks

makes the ninth that he has discovered during the

past five years. It is the third comet discovered

this year, and, with the last one announced in 1885,

makes four comets in succession detected by this one

observer. The two most recent discoveries of Professor

Brooks were made within four days of each other, and

were visible at the same time as the one found earlier

in the year. It is the first time, we believe, that one

astronomer has had three comets of' his own finding

visible at the same period.

PHOTOGRAPHIC NOTES.

Novel Camera for Instantaneous Work.—A short

time ago, before the Society of Amateur Photographers

of this city, Mr. Walter Clark exhibited an improved

camera, recently patented by him, which involved two

or three novel features. The picture, when the lens

tube occupied one position, is thrown upon a horizon

tal ground glass screen located in the upper part of the

box, over which is arranged an automatically extensi

ble hood, through which th9 operator looks. In this

position the lens points downward vertically upon a

mirror, placed in the front part of the box at an angle

of 45°, and it is the non-reversed reflected image pass

ing through the lens to the ground glass that one sees.

The lens tube, being held in a cylinder which rotates at

right angles to the longitudinal axis of the tube, is

quickly changed from the vertical position to a hori

zontal position, by a quarter revolution of the cylinder.

At the same time the tube can be moved to and fro in

the cylinder, for focusing, by a rack and pinion move

ment, when desired. In front of the lens, on the outer

surface of the cylinder, is arranged a shutter, which

slides upon the surface of the cylinder.

In making the exposure, when the image is seen to

be in the right position on the ground glass, a trigger

is touched, which at once permits the lens cylinder to

rotate upward a quarterof a revolution. The moment

the cylinder stops, the shutter is automatically released,

and, pass ng over the surface of the cylinder, in front of

the lens tube, completes the exposure. A double move-

Master Car Builders' Association.

The Twentieth Annual Convention of the Master

Car Builders' Association began at Niagara Falls,

June 8. The chief object of the Association, as stated

in its constitution, is "to provide an organization

through which its members, and the companies they

represent, may agree upon such joint action as may

be required to bring about uniformity and inter-

changeability in the parts of railroad care, to im

prove their construction, and to adjust the mutual

interests growing out of their interchange and re

pair." The constitution states further that " the

action of the Association shall have only a recom

mendatory character, and shall .not be binding upon

any of its members or the companies represented in it."

The following is a list of the companies which were

represented in the Association last year, with the num

ber of cars owned by each :

Cart
BaUroad Co. owned.

Atlantic Ave. , of B'k'l yn. . 96

Atlantic A Pacific 1,840

Boston A Albany 6,478

Boston A Maine 1,854

Boston, H. Tannel & W.. 1,038

Buffalo. N. Y. A Phila... 6,680

Burlington A Mo. River

in Neb., St. Louis, Keo

kuk A N. Western. Chi

cago, Bur. A Kan. City,

Han. A St. Joseph,

Kan. City, St. Joseph

A Council Bluffs, and

Chicago & Iowa R.R... 7.849

Bur., Cedar R. A No 4,307

Central Vermont R.R. . . . . 8,256

Chesapeake & Ohio 5,958

Chicago A Alton 6,666

Chicago A Eastern 111 ... 3,800

Chicago A Grand T. and

Det., Grand H. A Mil. . 8,712

Chicago, Bur. A Quincy.. 17,940

Chicago. Mil. & St. Paul . .80,498

Chicago. Rock I. A Pac. . 8,081

Chicago, St. Louis A W... 2,000

Chicago. St. P., M. AO.. 5,489

Cleve., Col., Cin. A Ind... 8,886

Cleveland. Mt. V. & Del . . 776

Connecticut River 529

Cumberland Valley 575

Del. A Hud. Canal Co... 11,892

Delaware, Lack. & West. 24,000

Des Moines A Ft. D 290

Det.. Grand H. A Mil 700

Det., Lansing A North.. .. 2,681

Det., Mackinac A Mar. . . 850

E. Tenn., Va. A Ga. RR 8,297

Fitchbnr)? 8,371

Flint A Pere Marquette. .. 2,600

Grand Trunk (G. W. Di».) 5,851

Grand Trunk 10,375

Houston A Tex. Central.. 2,070

Illinois Central 9,075

Ind., Bloom. A Western.. 4,607

Total number of cars represented 486,1)82

Cars
Railroad Co. owned.

Intercolonial 8,745

Kansas City, FL S. &Q... 4,424

Lake Shore & Mich. So. . . .16,000

Lehigh Valley 24,247

Louisville & Nashville.... 10,911

Louisville, Ev. A St. L... 1,060

Louisville, New A. A C... 2,286

Maine Central 2,282

Marquette, H. A Ont 1,352

Michigan Central 12,110

Minneapolis £ St. Louis. . 2,008

Mobile & Ohio. 1,553

New York A New Eng 3,952

New York Cent. & H. R. 81, 117

New York, Chic. A St. L. 7,245

New York, L. E. A W 31,000

New York, NcwH. AH.. 3,425

New York, Penn. A Ohio. 7,882

N. Y., West Shore A B... 7,721

Norfolk & Western 3.818

Northern Pacific 9,697

Ohio & Mississippi 8,134

Old Colony 2.647

Peoria, Decatur & Ev 1.706

Penn. A New York 884

Pennsylvania Co 28,606

Pennsylvania, Northern

Central, West Jersey,

Phila., Wll. A Bait.,

Alex. A Fredericks

burg, and Bait. A Pot.47,013

Petersburg 144

Pittsburg * Lake Erie.... 1,801

Pitts., Cin. A St. Lonls.

Richmond A Dunville

Rich., Fred. & Potomac.

Rome, Water. A Og. ...

Shenango A Alleghany...

Southern Central

St L., Keokuk A N. W.

and C.Bur. A Kan. C. 496

St. Paul A Duluth 720

Western Car Co 1.200

Wilmington A Northern . . 155

..10,820

2,598

141

1,769

248
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A Revolution In magnesium.

For many years past photographers have been

promised magnesium at an almost nominal price :

times out of number has it been announced that

some one or other has discovered a method by which

the metal could be produced for a few shillings per

pound. Whenever we have given publicity to any

of these statements, it has been followed by num

bers of letters inquiring where the article could be

procured at the price, clearly indicating that there

has always been a demand for the metal among pho

tographers.

The price of magnesium, in the form of wire or

ribbon, which for many years past has remained at

from twelve and sixpence to fifteen shillings an ounce

(#3 to $4), is now being advertised at two shillings

and sixpence (62 cents), and, apparently, it is excit

ing but little attention. This may possibly be ac

counted for by the fact that daylight is now very

plentiful. At its present price, however, during the

winter months, it is more than probable that magne

sium will be more extensively employed than hith

erto as a source of artificial illumination, both in the

studio as well as for enlarging. If this should be the

case, it is quite possible that the increased demand

for the metal, coupled with a little competition, will

still further reduce its price. However, at the pres

ent figure its cost is far from being prohibitive, con

sidering that the metal is so exceedingly light.

There are no means extant by which a most pow

erful, richly actinic light can be improvised, on the

spur of the moment if necessary, for photographing

either a single figure or a group long after the sun

has set, as that afforded by magnesium. A match is

applied to the end of a bit of magnesium ribbon,

and, presto ! the room is flooded with light so bright

and intense as to render the photographing of even

a group a matter of such ease and expedition that

a brilliant negative can be secured by an exposure of

a few seconds, and at a cost of less than a halfpenny.

Magnesium forms, in effect, a portable and even a

pocketable electric light, the powers of which are

evoked into action by the striking of a match.

The most primitive way by which to burn the mag

nesium is to break a few inches from off the large

roll in which each ounce is put up for sale, and hold

the end by a pair of pincers. But this is a some

what clumsy way of doing that which can be done

so much better by the employment of a properly

constructed lamp, such as that of Mr. Hart, of Kings-

land Green, which consists of a perforated wooden

handle, through which passes a small tube, of di

mensions capable of allowing one or two strands of

the ribbon being passed through to the orifice at the

outer end, a tiny pair of rubber-covered rollers grasp

ing the metallic ribbon under such circumstances as

to enable it to be "paid out," by the agency of a

winch handle, just as fast or slow as to suit the ne

cessities of each case. Owing to the exposure re

quired by gelatine plates being so very brief, this

can be done with perfect exactitude.

As an agent in the production of enlargements on

bromide paper, magnesium is quite invaluable. As

suming a lantern to be employed for this purpose, all

that is necessary is to remove the oil lamp and ar

range for the orifice of the magnesium burner tak

ing the place of the flame, or for a small spirit lamp

being placed there, through the flame of which the

strip of magnesium may be pushed during the few

seconds which experience dictates as being necessary

to print the enlargement. Owing to the smallness of

the magnesium flame when obtained in this way, a

much sharper enlargement may be produced than

when a three or four wick petroleum lamp is used

for the same purpose, while, owing to the greater in

tensity of the magnesium, the time is greatly reduced.

A refinement in this method of making enlargements

consists in inserting an opaque partition in the lan

tern, having a hole of about half an inch diameter in

it, placed so as to be central with the condenser and

in its focus. If the magnesium is burned behind this

partition or diaphragm, the centralization of the light

is insured.

We hail with great pleasure this great downfall in

the price of magnesium, as it places a new power in

the hands of all practical photographers, both ama

teurs and professionals. While writing this we have

before us a group of fourteen gentlemen, photographed

at a supper table three hours after sunset, every in

dividual in the group being sharp and good.—British

Jour, ofPhotography.

Imaginary Ills.

A Philadelphia physician says that a great deal of

what passes for heart disease is only mild dyspep

sia, that nervousness commonly is bad temper, and

that two-thirds of the so-called malaria is nothing

but laziness. Imagination, he says, is responsible for

a multitude of ills, and he gives as an instance the

case of a clergyman who after preaching a sermon

would take a teaspoonful of sweetened water, and doze

off like a babe, under the impression that it was a

bona fide sedative.
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RUBBER WATCH PROTECTOR.

The ring is made of soft rubber, has a circular cross

section, and is formed with short radial rubber projec

tions or stubs, some of which project downward, some

upward, and some horizontally. The ring is passed

over the bow on to the pendant of the watch, where it

is held. When the watch is in the pocket, it can only

be removed by a strong pull on the chain, as the pro

jections catch on the pocket lining : this strain is so

great as to be noticed by the person carrying the watch,

and who can easily withdraw it by grasping it at the

pendant or part surrounded by the ring. The ring,

 

GARDNER'S RUBBER WATCH PROTECTOR.

being small, does not bulge the pocket, and the stubs

are not liable to tear the cloth.

This invention has been patented by Mr. George B.

Gardner, whose address is P. O. Box 164, Lynn, Mass.

SELF-CLOSING GAS BURNER.

The compensating spring, C, is composed of an

outer brass spring and an inner steel spring united,

and is bent to pass up over or in proximity

to the top of the burner, A, around or outside of the

tip. Its lower end is secured to the burner, and its

free end is formed with a catch, /, having notches upon

opposite edges, one above the other, that engage, but

not simultaneously, with the pins, i m, on the plate,

D, secured to one end of the cock. The pins are

at a slightly greater distance apart than the notches.

Pivoted to the cock is a weighted lever, E, which is

held against the outside of the plate by a spring, o,

a bent arm of the lever resting against a fixed stop

or upper end of a cam-shaped lever, G, arranged to

come in contact with the free end of the spring.

When the cock is closed, the lever, E, occupies a ver

tical position with its weighted end down. Upon raising

this lever to a horizontal position—the plate, D, turning

with it—the pin, i, is caused to engage with the lower

notch, while the pin, »», will be out of engagement

with its notch. The escaping gas may now be lighted.

The heated spring contracts,owing to the different rates

of expansion of the two metals composing it, when

the outer notch will free itself from the pin, i, and

 

SHERMAN'S SELF-CLOSING GAS BURNER.

the inner notch will engage with the pin, m, there

by preventing the cock from closing. Should the gas

be extinguished by accident, the spring, upon cooling,

will expand, free the notch from the pin, «i, and

allow the lever to drop and shut off the gas by

turning the plate attached to the cock. To extin

guish the flame by hand, the lever, E, is simply de

pressed, when its bent arm presses the pivoted cam

piece, G, against the spring, C, to force the catch

from engagement with the pins and permit the lever

to close the cock.

This invention has been patented by Mr. W. W.

Sherman, of 316 Fourth Street, San Francisco, Cal.

Burdette on Railway monopolies.

"Do you know," says Burdette, in the Brooklyn

Eagle, "I never until recently felt the iron hand of a

gigantic monopoly close on my throat, and so realized

how slowly it was tightening its constricting folds, like

the deadening upas tree, over whose blighted valley

there flies no living bird and comparatively few dead

ones, as it were, upon the life of the nation ? [Ap

plause, and loud cries of "Go on."] Needless is it to

say that I refer to the railroad. 1 live in a small village

on the line of the Pennsylvania Railway. We have no

competing line. We lie at the feet of the monopoly

that hauls us in and out of town ; we are passive and

helpless. The other day I had two boxes of freight to

send West by this monopoly. I went crouching into

the office of the freight agent. When I told him I had

two boxes of stuff to send to Chicago, a distance of

about 800 miles, I saw his eyes light up with the keen

glare of savage greed. He said he would ask Harris-

burg for rates, which I knew was a mere subterfuge to

gain time while he could guess how much money I

could raise this side of the grave, and then the grasping

tool of a soulless corporation charged me 69 cents for

carrying two big boxes 800 miles. What's more, he

made me pay it. It's no wonder that shippers kick. I

am only surprised that they don't boycott the rail

roads. Let us return to the days and the quiet ways of

our good old fathers, when, by paying only one-half of

the price of the boat, I could have sent my boxes to

Buffalo by canal and the rest of the way by lake boat,

and got them through to Chicago, or the bottom, the

same year."

IMPROVED BILL FILE.

The improved bill file herewith illustrated consists

of two side pieces connected by a flexible back, the file

proper being constructed of two metallic leaves mount

ed upon a longitudinal rod passing through lugs in

their ends. Upon the rod is a coiled wire spring, ar

ranged so as to force the outer edges of the jaws to-

 

SWEZET'S IMPROVED BILL FILE.

gether. The lower jaw is formed with upwardly pro

jecting prongs, that pass through perforations in the

upper jaw, which is provided at its outer edge with

a serrated flange. These clamping jaws are secured

in any suitable way to the back of the cover between

the sides. The file may be used either with or without

the prongs, and if desired the top cover can be re

moved. It can be made of any size, and can be used

as a letter clip, a holder of writing material, a holder

for telegraph slips, a holder of postage stamps in book

form, either large or small, etc. When used to hold

stamps, the sides of the cover are treated with wax or

paraffine. The usefulness of the device and its many

adaptations are apparent.

This invention has been patented by Mr. Joseph B.

Swezey, of East Patchogue, L. I., N. Y.

The Reeeneratlve Gas System.

The Philadelphia Gas Trust has adopted the regene

rative system. It is claimed that the new system will,

in the increased amount of gas produced per ton of

coal and in the economy of fuel and labor, save fully 33

per cent.

The system of producing illuminating gas from re

generative furnaces was first used in Europe, and is in

extensive operation on the Continent. It is also in use

in Syracuse, Newark, Newport, Chicago, and Minne

apolis. Stripped of technical terms involved in a sci

entific description, its advantages over the present sys

tem employed in Philadelphia consist in amore perfect

combustion by means of the appliance of the fire and

the procurement of a more powerful and general heat.

Under the present system, each pound of coal is esti

mated to yield i% feet of gas. Into each retort, as

now operated, 1,200 pounds of coal are put, being al

ways weighed. The station meter records, after the

coal has been burned for a period of four hours, an

average production of about 5,700 feet. The new sys

tem, burning the same quantity of coal for the same

time, would produce 6,1)00 feet of gas, a difference of 600

feet.

RECEPTACLE ATTACHMENT FOR DASHBOARDS.

This bag or receptacle can be readily and securely

attached to or detached from the dashboards of

vehicles, and may be used for carrying parcels, letters,

etc. It is made of any suitable material, preferably

in harmony with the vehicle upon which it is to

be used, and is secured in place by a spring clamp

on its back, fitting over the top of the dashboard.

The front and back are made of a yielding or flexi

ble material, and the ends and partitions forming the

compartments are made of an elastic material, such

as rubber, so that they may the more easily allow

the bag to collapse and may also receive parcels

slightly longer than the compartments. The bag is

stiffened by spring bars let into the material and

 

FAHEY'S RECEPTACLE ATTACHMENT FOR DASHBOARDS.

passing under the bottom, up the back, and into the

clamp flap, where they unite with a crossbar, thereby

forming a spring frame for the clamp flexible enough

to allow it to fit over the dashboard and still keep

it sufficiently stiff for a good appearance. The cover

is fastened by swiveled thumbpieces passing through

slots in its lower edge. While the lower portion of

the bag is comparatively stiff, the upper part may

be collapsed or narrowed to occupy a very small space,

and be entirely out of the way.

This invention has been patented by Mr. Michael

Fahey, whose address is P. O. Box 353, Oakland, Cal.

ComparatlTe Cost of Electrical Bleaching.

The production of electricity to bleach one ton of

calico is calculated by Watson, at the lowest possible

rate, at 7s. 8d., but would probably cost double that,

while the bleaching with 25 lb. of bleaching powder re

quired for that purpose, at the price of £6 10s. per ton,

would cost only Is. 5>£d. per ton of calico. Besides,

the platina electrodes for a daily turnout of 10 tons

bleached goods would cost over £12,000, at the price of

25s. per ounce of platina. Bleaching by electricity,

therefore, would be an interesting laboratory play

thing, but in practice it would make the yardstick

longer than the cloth.

SHAVING MUG.

Held on the spirit lamp by spring catches is a cyl

inder slightly contracted at the middle, and provided

with a handle, and a horizontal partition forming a

 

MAYLOR'S SHAVING MUG.

water cup in the upper part. The lower part of the

cylinder is formed with a series of holes. The lather

cup has a projecting lug pivoted on top of the handle,

to permit of its being swung from the top of the water

cup. A spring catch locks the lather cup in position.

This convenient shaving mug. the invention of Mr.

Thomas Maylor, of Oak Harbor, W. T., may be made

of sheet metal or other suitable material. The parts

are shown separated in Fig. 2.
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DEVICES FOE ADJUSTING SHUTTEBS AND BLIND SLATS.

Extremely simple mechanical means for readily set

ting window shutters at any desired position, between

being fully open and entirely closed, as well as for

adjusting the blind slats as much or as little open as

■wished for, are shown in the accompanying illustra

tion. The blinds are supported by a bracket, an arm

from which passes through the wall of the building,

and is grooved to receive a crank shaft, which is con

nected by gearing with the blinds and also connected

with a double crank shaft, whereby both blinds can be

readily opened or closed by one knob or operat'ng de-

 

NAYLOE'S SHUTTER WORKER

ADJUSTER.

AND BLIND SLAT

vice, the thumb nut above the knob affording means

of locking the blinds at any angle. To adjust the slats

as desired, screws are journaled in worm shafts in the

inside of the window sill, one for each blind, with a

knob in the window sill to turn the screws, and on each

worm a lifting device or arm extending beneath the

slat rods, to which the slats of the blinds are attached.

These inventions are the subject of two patents,

which have been issued to Mr. James Naylor, of No.

322 Charles St., Providence, R. I.

pared to the floating bladder of fishes, and the bell

will sink or float according as this is filled with water

or air. The space between the girders is filled with

beton, which serves as ballast.

The central shaft is 3 meters in diameter, and is

provided with a circular iron staircase, and has at

the lower end independent air channels. As is well

known, the air chamber is a room which communi

cates with the outer air on the one side and with

the working room on the other, to enable the work

men to reach this latter section without opening it to

the outer air and to accustom the workmen gradually

to the high pressure.

The bell has the following safety appliances : 1. A

spring cock at the lower end of the pipe, which carries

the compressed air to the working room. 2. Two brass

gates for removing the water from the float. 3. A

safety cock on the top of the float, which is always

open when the apparatus is in operation, for prevent

ing the air which traverses the bottom of the caisson

from accumulating in the float.

The method of operation is very simple. The float

being full of air, the apparatus is floated by a tug or

otherwise to the desired location. When it is desired

to sink it, water is admitted into the float and the bell

sinks vertically, and it is made to settle on the rock,

where a level surface may be secured for facilitating

future operations.

When the edge of the working chamber rests on the

surface of the rock so the water can be no longer forced

out, a low wall should be made of sacks filled with clay

and the larger openings closed. As soon as the bell has

attained a horizontal position, clay is filled in around

it, whereupon the work of excavation may be com

menced. The blasting may be readily carried on under

the air pressure, and each explosion removes from one

meter to twenty meters of rock.

The bell weighs 330,000 kilos., and the displacement of

the float and ballast, the work room being filled with

water, is 450,000 kilos. The water line of the appara

tus when raised is therefore 1*4 meters below the plat

form of the float, because 10 m. X 8 m. X I'M m. = 120

tons.

With this apparatus Mr. Hersent contracted for re

moving the rocks at Brest at 62 francs 50 cents, the

cubic meter, while it is probable that the cost per cubic

meter by the American system would amount to 80

francs. A similar apparatus was employed at Cher

bourg, and another of smaller dimensions is now in

operation at Lorient.

Dr. E.

Frozen milk In Fevers.

G. Janeway, acting on a suggestion from

SUBMARINE EXCAVATION.

We have described a number of times during the

past few years the methods employed at Hell Gate

for the removal of the obstruction of Hallett:s Point

and Flood Rock. This consisted in sinking a cen

tral shaft and excavating gal

leries radially from this point.

In the mines thus formed

were deposited immense

charges of explosives, con

sisting, in the explosion of

October 10, 1885, of 40,000 car

tridges, containing 150 tons

of explosives, blasting by one

discharge over nine acres of

surface. The method de

scribed below was that em

ployed in 1862 in removing

the rocks in the harbor of

Brest, France. We are in

debted to La Nature for the

cut and the description,

which informs us that this

is the work of the distin

guished engineer, Mr. Her

sent, President of the Society

of Civil Engineers. Although

the means employed, says

our interesting contemporary,

are less striking to the ima

gination than those employed

by General Newton, the pro

bability is that they are

more economical. This

method was first used in re

moving the rock La Rose

and others in the Harbor of

Brest. It consists in lower

ing a diving bell filled with

compressed air, much on the

same principle as the cais

son. This apparatus consists

in five different parts : 1.

The working room. 2. Float,

located above the work room.

3. A central shaft, affording

access below, and provided at

the bottom with three air

locks. 4. Two shafts for ex

tracting rubbish. 5. A float

ing platform, which connects

the central and the two smaller shafts. The work a colleague practicing in the country, has given

room is 10 meters long, 8 wide, and 2 high, and 20 or frozen milk to patients whose stomachs did not

 

IMPROVED RATCHET WRENCH AND DRILL.

The two opposite jaws of the tool are moved to and

from each other by a right and left screw, which is

journaled at opposite ends in a disk provided on its

face with ratchet teeth, which fit loosely within an in

ternal groove formed in the outer ring or head piece

fixed to the handle. The disk is thus held to the head

piece and yet is free to turn with the jaws, and the

screw can be turned by its milled wheel within the disk

to adjust the jaws. At the

opposite ends the jaws are

formed with large and

small clamp heads, thus

providing for grasping

larger or smaller objects.

The disk is cut away to

form finger holes for ready

access to the screw for

turning it, and next to the

disk the jaws have tongues

fitting snugly within rab

bets formed in guide plates

held to the disk by screws,

which also hold guide

plates to the other side of

the disk. These plates

overlap the head piece and

tend to relieve the adjust

ing screw and the ratchet

teeth of lateral strains

caused by the use of the

tool. The inner portions

of the plates are cut away

to furnish finger room.

The head piece has the form

of a split ring, and at each

side of the split has stems

which enter the metallic socket, one at each side of a

bar having a stem reaching to the back end of the

stock, where it receives a nut.

Screws passed through the socket, headpiece, stems,

and bar bind all the parts securely together. At op

posite sides the socket is formed with bored lugs, in

which are fitted pawls kept normally engaged with the

ratchet teeth by springs. Into each of the pawls is

fitted a pin'which passes through an L shaped slot in

the lug. Either of the pawls can thus be withdrawn

from the teeth of the disk, which can be turned in

either direction.

When the tool is to be used for drilling or tapping,

an internally threaded stock, Fig. 2, will be clamped

in the wide jaws, so that when the threaded thrust-

and-feed bar fitted into the stock is turned one way,

the drill held in the opposite

jaws will be fed forward to

the work, while the handle of

the wrench is turned forward

and back to rotate the drill in

either direction, according to

the pawl that is in engage

ment with the teeth.

This invention has been pa

tented by Mr. John W. Miller,

of Mount Sterling, Ky.
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New Balloon.

DIVING BELL FOE SUBMARINE EXCAVATION

25 men can work there at a time. The float is 10

meters long, 8 wide, and 8 high, and it may be oom-

tolerate ice eream, and speak*

fovwnti

highly of its use in

A new dirigible balloon of

colossal dimensions, says the

Deutsche Heeres-Zeituug, is

now in the course of construc

tion in Berlin. The inventor,

Herr Gaswindt, hopes to over

come the grand difficulty in

aeronautics—the attainment

of a speed greater than the

average velocity of the wind

—by the enormous size of his

balloon. A series of meteoro

logical observations, extend

ing over several years, has

shown that near the surface

of the earth the velocity of the

wind in the temperate zone

rarely exceeds twelve meters

per second, and Herr Gas

windt expects to attain a

speed of not less than four

teen to fifteen meters. A sum

of 200,000 marks, it is said, has

already been offered for the

patent. The balloon is 150

meters in length and 15 meters

in diameter, with a capacity

of 18,000 cubic meters, about

ten times as great as that of

the Renard and Krebs bal

loon. The total weight is

about 430 cwt., the envelope

and netting alone representing 100 cwt. The propel

ling machinery consists of two steam engines of 50

horse power each. The cost is estimated at 100,000

tu»rk* ($e0,000;.
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George Westiughonse.

George Westinghouse owes his great and rapidly in

creasing wealth to his inventive genius. Twenty years

ago he was a poor young man, but he struck it rich in

his air brake for railroads, and money has since flowed

into his coffers in a golden stream. He is one of the

most prolific inventors of theage, and has enough good

mechanical ideas to furnish every manufacturing es

tablishment in Pittsburg with successful specialties.

He is not only highly skilled in theoretical and practi

cal mechanics, but is also a thorough electrician. He

expends an ordinary fortune every year in experiments

necessary to the perfection of his inventions. By war

rant of the King of Belgium he is entitled to the title

of Sir George Westinghouse, having been knighted by

that monarch as a recognition of his services to the

world as an inventor.

Gas Well* Fired by Lightning.

The burning of natural gas wells in Pennsylvania

are sights as thrilling to the heholder as they are dan

gerous to adjacent property. We have given the par

ticulars of these on various occasions. Recently one

of these wells took fire, and a volume of flame shot up

into the air for several hundred feet with a velocity

that was astounding, showing that the pressure of gas

from beneath was something beyond comprehension.

This well burned for a long time in spite of all efforts

to shut off the flame. It was finally done by means of

a huge extinguisher, which was advanced slowly to

the mouth of the well and then raised vertically, thus

shutting off the air and smothering the flame.

A few days since, one of these wells was set on fire in

a very curious manner. The workmen had drilled

down until gas in small quantities was found to arise

through the boring. A sudden storm came up, the at

mosphere became thick and prevented the gas from ris

ing freely. The workmen anticipated trouble, and

hastily departed from the well. They had scarcely got

to a safe distance when a flash of lightning ignited the

gas in the atmosphere over the well ; flames instantly

communicated to the well itself, the result being that

the gas in the lower regions was released, and shot up

ward with a terrific flame to a height of 200 feet or

more. The well burned for several days, the column

of flaming gas mounting into the air and lighting up

the surrounding country for miles. Another well was

struck at the same time in another section of the oil

regions, and was burning for a long time, threatening

adjacent property. Fires occurring in the products of

the oil regions, whether gas or oil, are extremely dif

ficult to extinguish, and the amount of property lost

in consequence of them is immense.—FiremaiVs Jour

nal.

AN ANCHOE TO HOLD STOVEPIPES LN POSITION.

The device herewith shown is made of two one-

quarter inch square rods, as shown in Fig. 1, one end

pointed and another end threaded for nut, with two

clumps with set screws, as shown in Figs. 2 and 3.

It is applied by making a square hole in the elbow

with the pointed end of the rod, the pointed end of

the anchor being driven into the back wall of the

flue enough to give a hold, the whole being

readily adjusted for distance of flue from elbow, and

the nut on the outside serving to tighten up all

the joints, the square hole fitting the rod and pre

venting the anchor from turning. This anchor pre

vents the pipe from going too far into the flue, and

also holds it securely from falling, without the ne

cessity of unsightly wires and nails driven into the

wall. It will hold any sized pipe in any sized thimble,

and the flange plate is firmly held in position against

TEE NEW AQUEDUCT UNDER THE TTATtT.T.M EIVEH.

(Continued from first page.)

long, and is to contain two masonry wells, each 12 ft.

3 in. in diameter, and a drain pipe 36 in. in diameter.

The cast iron lining for the wells is to have a tensile

strength of at least 10,000 pounds per square inch, is to

be lj^ in. thick, and each ring, at least 5 ft. high, is to

be cast complete or in four or more segmental pieces.

One of these wells will unite the aqueduct under

the Harlem with that leading to the city, while the

other will extend a short distance below the first to

form a sump, and is designed to be used as a pump

shaft, a gate forming a passage between the lower ends

of the two wells. From the top of each shaft, near the

top, a blow-off pipe 4 ft. in diameter will lead to a

chamber built in the face of the bluff just above the

river level, and each pipe at its end will be provided

with a valve.

The pump shaft will only be used when it is neces

sary to remove the water from the tunnel to make in

spections or repairs. The water will then be pumped
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out by means of an ordinary hoisting engine operating

an iron cylinder 4 feet in diameter by 15 feet in length.

This cylinder or bucket will be lowered into the pump

well, when it will fill with water through a butterfly

valve in its bottom ; when raised, a valve in the side of

the bucket will be tripped automatically, and the con

tents—about 1,500 gallons—will be discharged into the

blow-off pipe leading to the Harlem. Of course, the

bucket each time needs only to be lowered far enough

into the well to fill. As the pump shaft extends below

the other, the complete emptying of the tunnel can be

easily effected.

Wherever considered necessary, the aqueduct under

the river will be lined with cast iron, 1 inch in thick

ness. This lining will be made up of rings, 2% feet

long, in the direction of the tunnel, and each ring will

be composed of four segments, put together by means

of bolted flanges. The joints will be made of lead, 2

inches wide and one-sixteenth of an inch thick. The

side and flanges are to be accurately faced, and the

holes through the flanges are to be drilled to templets,

so that all pieces will be interchangeable. Extreme

care will be exercised when putting these lining pieces

together to make every joint watertight, and after each

ring has been put up and fastened to the one already

in, the masonry will be built around the iron until it

completely fills up all the space between the lining and

the inside of the excavation. The great pressure to

which this section will be subjected makes necessary

the taking of unusual care to insure work of the most

perfect description.

The draining of the tunnel during construction will

be by a drain cut in the rock below the floor of the

excavation to such a depth as to entirely free from

water the portions where the masonry of the floor

is to be laid. Before the completion of the work, the

drains, of vitrified sewer pipe, will be filled with ma

sonry.

Compressed air drilling machines are to be used,

and the work of blasting is to be done cautiously,

so as not to endanger the roof by exploding too large

charges of explosive.

The contract price of the section is $430,000.

TUCKFIELD'S STOVEPIPE ANCHOE.

the wall, to prevent air from drawing through and in

terfering with the draught.

This invention has been patented by Mr. Charles

H Tnckfield, of No. 533 First East Street, Salt Lake

City, Utah.

Loss of Fire Hon by Acids.

A few days since, a fire occurred in the Harrison

Chemical Works at Gray's Ferry, near Philadelphia,

resulting in a loss of some $75,000. The firemen from

Philadelphia were early at the scene, but were ob

structed in their work from the fact that the fire re

leased a large volume of chemicals in the building,

which, flowing down the gutters of the street, saturat

ed the hose and destroyed it completely. In a very

few moments the chemicals ate holes through the hose,

thus stopping the flow of water and destroying the

hose entirely. As the adjacent buildings were also

stored with various chemicals, the firemen worked in

peril of their Uvea the eutire time.

The ITIefl'ord Can.

Some experiments were lately made in Washington

at the foot of Pennsylvania Avenue southeast, near

the navy yard. The gun is a small one, 3 inch caliber,

composed of two concentric cylinders, the inside one

being of steel, the outside or re-enforce of cast iron,

and a space for a non-compressible fluid between. The

aggregate strength of the two cylinders is only about

one-third that of the navy 8 inch steel gun. The

charges fired were the same as the regular charge of

the navy gun, there being used one pound of powder

and a seven pound projectile. Between the dis

charges a stopcock was sprung to allow the fluid to

flow out, to compensate for the expansion of the in

side tube by heat, thereby taking the strain off the

re-enforce. The last charge fired contained double

the amount of powder—two pounds of powder—and

the gun stood the strain well. Lieutenant R. E. Iuipey

of the navy; D. M. Mefford, the inventor; members

of the Venezuelan, Japanese, and German embassies,

and several members of Congress were present.

Cast Iron Guns.

The Army and Navy Gazette says : "It is not to be

forgotten that cast iron guns burst in the olden time,

as we know by sorrowful remembrance, in our own

service and in every navy in the world." Of the

iron guns cast on the Rodman principle in this coun

try, we believe but one has ever burst in service, and

that was the result of the jamming of a shell, which

blew off the muzzle. This gun was mounted on board

of one of our monitors. Mr. William P. Hunt, of the

South Boston Iron AVorks, holds that the strength of

heavy steel forgings is overestimated and the strength

of gun iron underestimated, and that the diverff-

ence from the line of truth has become wide. He

says : " It is my belief, based upon what I know of

the endurance of gun iron castings, that guns made

of this material, of the same weight and dimensions

as the modern steel guns, are quite equal to the

strain which modern gunpowder gives, using the

charges adopted for steel guns, and are quite as re

liable for endurance. I have backed up this belief by

offering to furnish such guns for such test free of cost

to the Government, on condition that, should the said

guns endure this trial, an order should be given for

similar guns, at half the cost of steel guns."

IMPROVED TABLE KNIFE.

Silver plated table knives, as ordinarily made, are

formed of steel, are ground, polished, nickeled, and

afterward silvered and burnished.

KniveR made in this way have a

dull edge, and when ground the

plate is apt to peel away, beginning

at the exposed portion of the steel.

These imperfections are overcome

by an invention lately patented by

Mr. Miles A. Morehouse, of Johns-

burg, N. Y. The shank and upper

part of the blade are forged in the

usual way, but near the edge of the

knife, at the rounded end and

along about half the length, the

blade is thickened to form shoul

ders (Fig. 2), either undercut or

square, as the manufacturer may

desire.

These shoulders may be produced

by forming grooves (Fig. 3) in op

posite sides of the blade, leaving

the other parts of the usual thick

ness. An electro plating is then ap

plied to the knife, covering the

blade entirely. The edge is then

resharpened by grinding and polishing the steel,

the extreme edge back as far as the shoulders,

edges of the electro plating which abut against the

shoulders are protected by them, and the knife is pro

vided with a sharp steel edge.

from

The

TEA KETTLE.

The tea kettle here shown is the invention of Mr.

Pierce Ford, of Tucson, Arizona. It is simple in con

struction, and can be

used for warming plates

or keeping food warm.

On the bottom edge, at

each end of a sheet

metal strip is a lug bent

at right angles to the

strip. These lugs are

riveted, and the strip is

soldered to the top of

the kettle. The strip is

in the shape of a semi

circle, and is placed a

short distance from the edge of the opening in the top.

The ends of the bail are pivoted to the ends of the

strip, so that no extra lugs are required. The dishes

to be kept warm are placed on the bail and strip, which

may be ornamented in any suitable manner.
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(Correspondence.

Cultivation of Orange and Other Frnlt Trees.

To the Editor of the Scientific American :

A noted orange grower of Florida, whose grove is

situated on very rich hummock land, plants sugar cane

between the orange rows to deplete the soil, so that the

orange trees will grow slowly. He claims that if this is

neglected the trees will grow rapidly one year and then

blight. Is it not possible that we find here an explan

ation of the blighting of pear and other fruit trees on

the rich, deep soils of the West ? Some pear grafts on

our own farm grow six feet in one year—blighted the

next. Some suitable system of soil depletion might

prevent the too rapid growth and consequent blight

ing of fruit trees.

A great many Western fruit growers follow the in

structions of Eastern men, who say manure your or

chard. Good advice in the East, which has a poor soil,

but probably not good in the West, where the soil is

rich and deep. Let fruit growers consider this pro

blem. S. P. C.

Warrensburg, Mo., May 18, 1886.

Discovery or Another Comet by Brooks—No. 3 of

1886.

To the Editor of the Scientific American :

I have the honor to announce to the readers of the

Scientific American my discovery of another new

comet—third one of the year.

This discovery was made last Saturday evening. May

22, and of which announcement by telegraph and cable

was promptly given. The new comet is now in the west

ern end of Virgo, and is moving slowly southeast. This

is a nebulous region, and cometary detection therein

is exceedingly difficult. Comet is quite large, nearly

round, and at discovery a brightish telescopic object

in large instruments.

Accurate observations are being secured, and its

future developments will soon be known.

William R. Brooks.

Red House Observatory, Phelps, N. Y., May 27, 1886.

Brooks' Comet No. 1 or 1886.

To the Editor of the Scientific American:

Referring to the communication of Mr. Burt in your

last issue, I beg simply to say that he is wholly mis

taken in thinking the object he saw was the comet dis

covered by me April 27. My comet at the time he men

tions was not in that part of the heavens, but on the

opposite side of Cassiopeia—west—and much farther

north. Moreover, he has described it as visible to the

naked eye, while mine was a telescopic object, and,

under the conditions of dawn and full moonlight

existing at the time stated, was practically invisible in

the largest telescopes.

The object he saw was the head of Fabry's comet,

the slight tail which it had being rendered inconspicu

ous by the moonlight and dawn.

Comets are not identified simply by their appear

ance, or their resemblance to woodcuts, but by the

more exact determinations of their positions and the

elements of their orbits. William R. Brooks.

Red House Observatory, Phelps, N. Y., May 28, 1886.

A Bcmarkable ITIau and Successful Inventor.

The Williamsport Gazette says : " The deed convey

ing John DuBois' property, valued at about $8,000,000,

to his nephew, John E. DuBois, is absolute. It bears

date January 17, 1884, so that, although for more than

two years young John E. DuBois has been in his uncle's

employ, taking orders from whatever superintendent

he chanced to be working under, he has been the

actual owner of the entire property. No one knew it

but himself and his uncle. The senior DuBois, who

was seventy-seven years old, had been ailing lately,

and decided to make the deed public. The only con

sideration in the deed is that John E. DuBois shall pay

one dollar and all debts, and fill all contracts his uncle

made till the day of his death. His purpose in making

the deed was to make sure that his business should go

on in single and absolute ownership, just as he had

conducted it, for a period of twenty years after his

death, and that the eight hundred workmen in his em

ploy should not be distressed by the stoppage or em

barrassment of his enterprise. The deed makes no

mention of any of the other heirs, of whom there are

a great many, John DuBois being the only bachelor in

a family of fourteen. It is left entirely to the conscience

of John E. DuBois whether any of them shall ever

have any share in the estate or not. The young man

is about twenty-five years old and unmarried. He was

educated at Chester Military Academy.

" John DuBois stood easily at the head of the lumber

business of Pennsylvania. It is doubtful if there is

any man between Maine and Michigan who owned

more timber land and cut more timber than he did.

Every year he cut and sawed about 36,000,000 feet, of

lumber, enough to build the dwelling houses of a town

of 10,000 people. He owned at the time the deed was

made 33,000 acres of land in one connected body about

his town of DuBois, on which there is standing 850,000

feet of white pine lumber, besides many million feet of

hemlock. About 8,060 acres of it is underlaid with a

valuable vein of coal, being on the western side of the

Reynoldsville basin. Besides his large buildings, Mr.

DuBois had one-fourth interest in a tract of 70,000

acres in West Virginia, which the ax has never touched,

and large real estate interests in Havre de Grace and

Williamsport. At DuBois he had mill improvements

worth $75,000. When he went there, ten or twelve

years ago, there were only three houses in the town.

It sprang up without waiting for the timber to dry.

It now has 7,000 population.

" John DuBois began life with almost no capital, and

was a raftsman on the Susquehanna at the age of

seventeen. His inventive genius helped him greatly.

His mills are full of his devices. Whenever he found

an impediment in his path, he invented something to

overcome it. He recently recovered $30,000 from the

Baltimore and Ohio Railroad Company for the use of

his patent for deep water foundations. The auto

matic dam which bears his name is well known. He

owned about fifty patents altogether. He owned the

fine hotel and half the property in the town of DuBois,

and had just completed a new opera house. He got

the first large start in his fortune by investing in cheap

timber lands, and the secret of his large profits in

recent years has been the perfection of his machinery

and the variety of his products, which enabled him to

use up all the timber he cut and avoid waste and

middlemen's profits. He manufactured houses and

shipped them all fitted and complete, so that a hatchet

and nails were all that were required to put them to

gether at their destination. A rough pine log brought

from the woods to his mill, over his own line of rail

road, came out at the end of the works in the shape of

boxes, boards, lath, and barrel heads. Every scrap was

turned to profit. There was no waste except splinters

and sawdust.

" His works at DuBois have a capacity of 75,000 feet

of lumber, 6,000 boxes, 5,000 barrel heads, and 60,000

shingles a day, besides a hemlock mill with a capacity

of 40,000 feet daily, and a large tannery and machine

shop. He had a farm of 1,000 acres, employed 800 men,

and knew every one of them. He had been seriously

ill for several months, and recently had Dr. Agnew, of

Philadelphia, taken up to DuBois on a special train.

The Doctor stayed just thirty-five minutes. Though a

man of warm heart and genial disposition, Mr. DuBois

never married. He never used liquor or tobacco."

for the respective fare of the competitors and their

agents and workmen. (10) The various expenses for

the experiments of the machines, and for hire of the

animals required, are defrayed by the Executive

Commission on account of the Ministry of Agricul

ture. 11. Applications for admission to the compe

tition must be forwarded to the Executive Commission,

Office of Agriculture, Industry, and Commerce, Rome,

not later than the 20th of September, accompanied

with all such technical and economical information

as the competitors shall deem useful for the better

knowledge of their machines, stating the space occu

pied by them and the number of animals required to

set them in motion.

International Competitive Trials of Seed and

Manure Drills In Italy.

In conformity with the royal decree, 11th of Feb

ruary, 1886, an international competition of sowing

machines (drills) will be opened at Foggia, for the

purpose of extending the use of the best of them, and

in order to diminish the expenses of cultivation and

to increase and improve the production of the soil.

The decree contains among others the following items :

1. An international competition of sowing machines

shall be opened at Foggia on the 20th of October,

1886, and shall be closed on the 30th of November.

2. All national and foreign inventors, constructors,

and agents can take part in the competition. 3.

All agents, national and foreign, taking part in the

competition are considered only as representatives of

the constructors, and in case of merit, the prizes shall

be awarded to the latter. 4. To the said competi

tion are admitted machines to sow in rows and to

scatter the seed, as well as those combined both to

sow seed and to distribute manure. 5. An execu

tive commission, according to the ministerial pro

visions, provides everything necessary for the success

of the competition.

The said Commission is composed of the Director of

the Professional School at Foggia, who is also the

president ; of a delegate of the Provincial Council,

of a delegate of the Municipality of Foggia, of a

delegate of the Chamber of Commerce, and of a dele

gate of the Royal Economical Society of Capitanata.

6. The prizes established by the royal decree aforesaid

are as follows: (a) A diploma of honor, and the pur

chase, made by the Ministry of Agriculture, of five

sowing machines of the system which shall obtain

the first jrize ; (6) two silver medals, with 200 Italian

lire each ; (e) ten prizes, of thirty Italian lire each, to

those laborers that during the experiments shall em

ploy themselves in driving and regulating the ma

chines, and that shall give proof of having best

learned their management. 7. A special jury ap

pointed by the Ministry awards the prizes. 8. All sow

ing machines presented to the competition must be

subjected to all the experiments prescribed by the

jury, both on flat and on hilly ground.

In order to facilitate the experiments, the jury is

authorized to elect additional members with a con

sultative vote. (9) The expenses for the transfer of

the machines to the railway station of Foggia and

back are at the charge of the competitors ; they

shall, however, enjoy all such advantages as are

granted in such cases by the railway and navigation

societies for the transfer of the machines, as well as

What Is Soda Water I

This question is answered by the firm of John Mat

thews, of this city, as follows : Soda water consists of

ordinary drinking water impregnated with carbonic

acid gas under pressure, usually sweetened with flavor

ed sirups, and cooled to render it deliciously palatable

and refreshing. Without sirups it is generally sold by

druggists in siphon bottles as carbonic acid water, and

is prescribed and recommended by all physicians as

beneficial and healthful.

How is soda water made ? Pure water, free from

chemical or organic impurities, is the first requisite.

Injurious chemicals dissolved and held in solution are

invisible, often occurring in the brightest and clearest

spring water. Chemical analysis only can detect them.

Organic impurities held in suspension can readily be

removed by filtration.

In New York artesian well water is unfit for use.

Hygeia water or carefully filtered Croton is the best.

To obtain the gas, a compound of carbonic acid and

lime (usually marble dust) is placed in a generator with

sulphuric acid sufficiently powerful to combine with

the lime and displace the carbonic acid, which is liber

ated as a gas.

The pure gas thus discharged accumulates under

pressure, and is conducted from the generator through

purifiers to a receiver about two-thirds full of pure

water.

By agitation the contents are thoroughly mixed, the

pressure raised to about 150 pounds to the square inch,

and the fountain is ready to attach to the cooling box

for use.

Bicarbonate of soda was used in the making of soda

water by an old process—hence the peculiar name. We

would suggest " carbonade " as more appropriate.

The sirups should be flavored only by the true juices,

or by extracts made from the natural oils, expressed

from fruits, etc. Artificial chemical flavorings are

common, but dangerous.

Impure soda water is often the result of using pol

luted water, impure gas, deleterious sirups, etc., but

the greatest danger arises from improperly constructed

reservoirs for holding the soda water, from metallic

contamination in the coolers, pipes, and connections,

and metal sirup jars or faucets.

For the quality of materials used, you must rely on

the reputation of the manufacturer.

The soda water should keep good indefinitely if stored

in pure block tin fountains incased by steel.

Satisfy yourself that the dealer does not use copper

fountains—which are always liable to poison the eon-

tents—by asking him frankly, "Do you use copper

fountains ? "

The sirups, to be pure, must be kept in glass tanks

or bottles without metal spouts. Metal cans or metal

faucets of any description are exceedingly dangerous.

The New York and Brooklyn Boards of Health have

passed rigorous ordinances, and are taking steps to

stop the sale of the poisonous trash so often sold as

soda water by unscrupulous dealers, and even by some

druggists of popularity and reputation.

Flint Walls.

Flint walls are formed between two planks or

frames, the lime being poured among the flints in a

liquid state. In some cases the largest flints are se

lected, two courses laid with them—one outside, the

other inside of the wall—and the center filled up with

smaller flints and liquid mortar; the lime should be

mixed with sharp sand and clean gravel. The cor

ners are formed of brick, and longitudinal bands of

brick are also introduced from 2 feet to 2 feet 6

inches apart ; these bands are formed of two courses

of bricks, one header and the other stretcher. Where

bricks cannot be had, flat bedded stones may be used

for these bands.—W. Fowler, inTheArchitect.

Home-made Printing Press.

Referring to the home-made printing press described

in our issue of May 1, Mr. Henry Pohlmann, of Louis

ville, suggests two improvements : first, the introduc

tion of a roller let into the pieces for giving strength

to the top of the platen, so as to reduce the fric

tion between these pieces and the eccentric roller ;

and secondly, set screws and movable journal boxes in

the two uprights, so that the eccentric roller can be

raised and lowered for the use of long or short type.
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TESTING MACHINE.

There are several different types of machines for

testing the resistance of material under strain from

traction, flexion, or compression. The house of Chau-

vin & Marin-Darbel, in France, makes a specialty of all

types of machines for testing different substances.

The fundamental principle upon which these ma

chines are constructed is shown in Fig. 1, which repre

sents a cross section of one of them.

Under the immovable head, A, is a rubber packing

in connection with a movable plate, the socket of

which, B, supports through a cross bar the end of the

lever, L, from which is sus

pended the double lever, M.

This carries at each end pend

ing arms, provided at the

bottom with knives, upon

which rests the bar which is

to be subjected to a bending

strain. To the middle of this

bar is applied a yoke con

nected by the cap, P, with

the piston, C.

The space between the fixed

head, A, and the rubber

packing is filled with water,

and is connected with a pres

sure gauge.

Everything being arranged

as above, water is injected in

the piston, C, which is forced

down, drawing with it the bar

to be tested, while the extre

mities of the bar rest on

knives which answer as bear

ings equal distances from the

axis. When the desired effect

is attained, the exact measure

may be read from the condi

tion of the mercury in the

pressure auge. The mercury

in the inner branch rises,

owing to the slight fall of the mov

able plate and the partial vacuum

produced between the head, A, and

the rubber packing, while the other

branch, which is open to the air, in

dicates a fall.

The difference of level of the mer

cury in these two arms, taken in

connection with the diameter of the

movable plate and the relation exist

ing between the different arms of

levers, gives the amount of pressure in

the middle of the bar as well as that

on the knives, which serve as points

of bearing.

The scale of the gauge, graduated

by calculation, is verified by the di

rect application of weights on the

movable plate, B.

The variations in pressure which

take place during the experiment may

be readily observed.

The amount of traction can be es

timated by the hydraulic pressure on

piston, C, or simply as in the case of

a machine of less power (Fig. 2), by

means of a screw threaded shaft

actuated by a conical wheel engaging

with a pinion. The amount that a

piece to be tested has been

lengthened, bent, or com

pressed may be observed

either directly by means of a

compass or an instrument

having two microscopes,

which indicate the meas

urement within one-twen

tieth of a millimeter. Fig. 3

shows a very powerful type

of machine of 30 to 60 and

even 100 tons. The press

ure gauge is clearly shown

with its graduations, show

ing the pressure in kilo

grammes and the power

in square millimeters.
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These machines are very

exact and at the same time

very powerful, and on ac

count of their vertical posi

tion occupy but little space.

—Chronique Industrielle.

Fig. 2.

 

Collisions at Sea.

During the last westward

voyage of the Cunard steamer

Gallia, dense fog and icebergs

were encountered off the

Newfoundland Banks, and.

when too late to avoid a col

lision a bark of 300 tons bur

den was discovered bearing

down upon her port bow.

The bark struck the steamer

just aft the fore rigging, but

glanced off without doing her

any injury. The spars of the

Gallia caught in the rigging

of the bark, and snapped her

foremast off short. Despite

the fog, the steamer was go

ing at full speed, trusting, it

would seem, more to the pro

verbial luck of t'. ■ company

than to the ordinary precau

tions which vessels carrying

passengers with less charmed

lives find it necessary to fol'

low.

Had the blow struck the

Gallia 100 feet further aft, she

would probably have met the

same fate as the Oregon, but

the parallel would have end

ed with the vessel, for terri

ble loss of life among the pas

sengers and crew could hardly

have been avoided. This very

recent mishap, and the seve

ral narrow escapes which

have been reported by a num

ber of ocean steamers during

the past two or three months,

call renewed attention to the

subject of collisions at sea. This

remains one of the unconquered

dangers of the many which be

set those who go down to the sea

in ships.

The risk of collision seems

to be on the increase. The speed

which renders the transatlantic

voyage a matter of but six or

seven days not only increases

the chances of a collision, but

makes its results the more terri

ble when it does occur.

The Panama Canal.

The subject of the Panama

Canal has been discussed at

length in a recent council of the

French Cabinet. It was finally

decided to authorize the com

pany to issue a loan of 600,000,000

francs in shares, provided it

could be proved that this amount

would be sufficient to complete

the work.

In view of this action, the

company has determined to

postpone the execution of all

work not .ibsolutely indispensa

ble to the opening of the canal

for traffic, by which they hope to

be able to fulfill the conditions

required by the Government.

Unless the authorization to

borrow the needed sum be ob

tained, it will be compelled to

stop all further work.

Pig. 3.-MAGHINE FOR TESTING THE STRENGTH OF MATERIALS.
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A National Library.

The library bill has now passed the Senate, and only

awaits the President's signature to become a law. It

provides for the erection of a fireproof building on

grounds lying east of the Capitol. When completed,

the building will hold 3,000,000 volumes. It will mea

sure 450 by 3C0 feet, and cover about three acres of

ground. The architecture will be in the style of the

Italian renaissance. It is expected that the building

will be ready for occupancy in three years, and will

be provided at once with shelving for 1,000,000 books.

The Congressional library now amounts to 543,441

volumes of books and 170,000 pamphlets. The British

Museum, whose buildings cover an area of five acres,

contains 1,500,000 volumes, while the National Library

of France has 2,300,000 volumes. The proposed library

building will have a reading room as large as the

rotunda of the Capitol. On the second floor there will

be an art gallery 300 by 35 ft., In which the large collec

tion of photographs, photogravures, lithographs, and

other art publications deposited with the librarian for

copyright purposes will be displayed.

ORNAMENTAL GARDENING.

' The working out of elaborate designs in ornamental

gardening, by the pruning and training of plants in

Aurora Sounds.

In March, 1885, Sophus Tromholt dispatched some

thousand circulars to all parts of Norway containing

different queries regarding the aurora, and among

them also the following : " Have you or your acquaint

ances ever heard any sound during aurora, and, in

this case, when and in what manner ? " Up to Sept.

16, he had received answers to these queries from 144

persons. Of these, not less than 92, or 64 per cent, be

lieve in the existence of the aurora sound, and 53 (36

per cent) state that they have heard it themselves,

while the other 39 cite testimonials from other people ;

only 21 (15 per cent) declare that they have never heard

the sound and know nothing about it, and the other

31 (22 per cent) have not noticed the query at all.

There are thus 92 affirmations against 21 negations.

The sound is variously described in these answers as

sizzling, creaking, whizzing, rustling, crackling, hiss

ing, whispering, rushing, buzzing, rippling, roaring,

din, breezy, whipping, fanning, clashing, flapping,

sweeping, etc.—Nature.

AST IN THE HOUSEHOLD.

The illustration herewith conveys an idea of elabo

rate ornamentation and richness of detail which it is

to be supposed are only found in the

choice rooms of any house—those

which have to serve for the reception

and entertainment of the most favored

visitors. The apartment is of suffici

ent height to give full effect to its

beautiful Corinthian columns and the

arches that spring therefrom, while

the rich carving on the furniture ap

propriately supplements that of their

foliated capitals, and the high polish

of the tessellated marble floor is abun

dantly evidenced by the mirror-like

shadows which it reflects of all the ob

jects in the room.

 

up every season, and the necessary amount of pruning

and training to keep in order such forms as those here

shown, even, will not be very great, while the proper

combinations of color, once obtained, repeat themselves

without any further trouble or arrangement for seve

ral years. The training of trees and plants into many

different forms of pyramidal and fan like development

is no way difficult, involving mainly the proper expos

ure of the different branches to light and the guiding

of their direction, which largely affects the flow of sap,

in connection with judicious pruning—details which

the attentive gardener, with a loving appreciation of

the varied effects to be attained, cannot fail to quickly

master.

ART IN THE GARDEN.

accordance with a carefully studied plan, so that cer

tain effects shall be produced as the plants grow, has

been practiced to a considerable extent in some of the

principal public parks in Europe and in the grounds

forming portions of many extensive private estates. A

straight path and border, forming a little scene on

which a great deal of such labor has been expended, in

the grounds of Naworth Castle, are shown in the accom

panying illustration. A permanent border such as that

Seasoning Stones.

A consideration in the use of stone for important

buildings is that of having it quarried, stored, and

seasoned for some time before being hewn and placed

in the walls. By these means the natural sap is

allowed to evaporate, and the stone tested as to its

quality. This would add to the cost, but the money

would be well spent if this precaution prevented the

wasting of stones from the rains, frosts, or atmospheric

influences which, especially in our cities, soon act on

the surface of a newly quarried stone. Stone that

is quarried the one day and built in the next is in

a green state, and unfit for use. It is not in condition—

it is at its weakest—its pores are open and ready to ab

sorb, not only moisture, but the gaseous and disfig

uring influences which tend to its destruction. Every

hewer knows that to get a polished surface on a stone

that has lain for some time is very different from

what he gets on one fresh from the quarry, and this

of itself should be sufficient evidence to warrant the

precaution I have recommended, which is to thor

oughly season the stone before using.—J. Qowans, in

the Architect.

Tbe Sanitary Value of Trees.

I)r. Stephen Smith recently read a

paper before the New York Academy

of Sciences on the sanitary value of

trees in the city. It is a well known

fact that during the intense heat of

summer there is more suffering and

death from sunstroke and high tem

peratures in the Northern cities than

in the South, a result which must cer

tainly be attributed to the absence of

suitable protection. From three to five

thousand people die every summer in

the metropolis from the effects of heat.

In the arid, treeless streets and

avenues the temperature often runs

from 130° to 150° Fah., when under the

branches of a thrifty shade tree it

would not exceed 70" or 80°. In the

absence of sheltering trees, the stone

and brick walls act on the principle of

the regenerative furnace, and absorb

the heat of the sun to yield it up again

during the night. If trees were planted

in the streets, the pavements and sur

rounding walls would be much cooler,

and at the same time the trees would

absorb the deleterious gases thrown

off from the lungs and from decom

posing matter, yielding, in return, a

supply of pure oxygen.

The value of a systematic culture of

trees in all of our large cities can hardly be estimated.

Prom both a sanitary and artistic standpoint they are

a very desirable addition to any city.

 

A SAFE and sure hypnotic, according to Dr. K. Gunz-

berg, of Moscow, is chloral hydrate in doses of one

i given diluted per anum.

AN ORNATE DRAWING ROOM.

here illustrated must be thoroughly dug and drained,

and the soil varied wherever necessary to suit the

needs of different plants, which must be arranged with

due regard to the time of their blooming and to the

color of those that are in bloom at the same season.

A border thus prepared is a work of time, thought, and

labor, but, once wall wade, it will not have to he dug

American Newspapers.

The wonderful growth of American newspapers is

shown by a comparison between the directories pub

lished in 1776 and in the present year. The one con

tains in its sixteen small pages a list of 37 newspapers

which were published in this country one hundred and

ten years ago. The other is almost as large as an un

abridged dictionary, and in its two

thousand pages contains the names of

14,160 newspapers and periodicals of

all classes. Of this large list, only

seven were found in the directory of

1776. The net gain of the year has

been 666. The daily newspapers num

ber 1,216, a gain of 33. There are

about 1,200 periodicals of all kinds

which presumably enjoy a circulation

of more than 5,000 copies. The in

crease in the rural weekly press, com

prising about two-thirds of the whole

■ list, has been most marked in States

like Kansas and Nebraska. Kansas is

also accredited with the greatest gain

in daily newspapers. In Massachu

setts the weekly press is growing, but

magazines and monthly publications

are losing ground. The tendency of

this latter class seems to be toward

New York city, as at least 23 monthly

periodicals have been established here

during the year.

Among the many newspapers pub

lished in this country, almost every

social movement and industrial inter

est finds expression. A glance at the

long list reveals many curious facts.

There are about 700 religious and de

nominational newspapers, nearly one-

third of which are published in New

York, Philadelphia, Boston, and Chi

cago. New York is far ahead in this

respect, while it will be a surprise to

many to know that Boston is behind

Chicago. Three newspapers are de

voted to the silkworm ; six to the hon

ey Dee ; thirty-two to poultry ; eighteen

to dentistry ; and nine to phonogra

phy. There are three publications

issued in the exclusive interest of post

age stamp collectors, and one of danc

ers. The Prohibitionists have 129

papers, and the liquor dealers 8. The

organs of women's suffrage number 7,

of candy makers 3, of gastronomy 3,

and gas 2. Of the foreign newspapers,

there are about 600 in German, and 42 in French. New

York, New Orleans, and Worcester, Mass., each has

four French publications. Two dailies are in Bohe

mian. Besides these, there are papers in the Swedish,

Finnish, Polish, and Welsh languages. There is one

publication in Gaelic, one in Hebrew, one in Ch

and one in the Cherokee language.
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Gaining and Achieving.

There are two purposes influencing and shaping the

life of every healthy and active man and woman—the

purpose of gaining something and the purpose of doing

something. Both are needful for the welfare of the in

dividual and the best interests of society, but the em

phasis which is laid on one or the other marks an im

portant distinction in character and result. Though

blended together, one generally comes to be the ruling

purpose of life, the other exists to do it service. All

that some men do is done for the purpose of gain ;

ot hers gain for the purpose of doing.

Two persons are employed side by side. The mind

of the one is entirely occupied with thoughts of the pay

he is to receive. On this all his hopes and anticipa

tions are fixed. No other result of his labor interests

him. His aim is to get the maximum of money for

the minimum of work, and all his efforts are directed,

wisely or unwisely, to this end. The other is by no

means indifferent to his compensation. He looks for

ward to pay day, and sees in it various means of hap

piness. But he also has another purpose in view.

Not only nor chiefly what he is going to get, but what

he is going to do, dwells in his thoughts and animates

his hopes. He wants to make his work excellent ; he

feels an honest pleasure in its quality, its strength, its

fair proportions, or its finish. He hopes to acquire

still greater skill, and to work out still better results.

Here again are two employers ; they may be con

tractors, or manufacturers, or merchants. One is ab

sorbed with the desire of gain. He looks on his work

men, or operatives, or clerks as upon so many ma

chines, which may be made to fill his coffers, and his

settled policy is to get from them the most work for

the least pay, while in dealing with his customers his

chief aim is to secure as much money for as little value

in goods as possible. The other hopes for a fair reward

for his exertions, but he hopes also for other things.

He gauges his business prosperity, not alone by his

yearly balance of profits, but also by the character he

has established for integrity and fair dealing, by the

welfare and happiness of those he has employed, and

the degree to which his labors have benefited the

community. His gains, whatever they may be, are

not the one end to which he has sacrificed all else, but

rather the means by which he intends to enlarge his

power for good, both to those who serve him and those

whom he serves.

So in every occupation, and in all the phases of life,

the same distinction may be seen. Some are struggling

for name and place, applause and fame, fortunes or

dignities, not caring much how they attain them, or

whom they knock down in the mad conflict ; and if

they fail to secure the prizes for which alone they toil,

they are wrecked in happiness and life. Others are

gratified with what falls to their lot of such things, but

are still more interested in a higher kind of success.

What have they done ? is a more vital question to them

than What have they gained? Has the artist embodied

his finest conception ? Has the author instructed or

elevated his readers ? Has the orator inspired and up

lifted his audience ? Has the physician battled with

disease ? Has the reformer aided the weak and erring ?

Has the statesman benefited his country ? Has the

mother made home a blessed place ? Unless such

questions can be affirmatively answered, the true toil

ers in these spheres cannot deem themselves successful,

though rich prizes may have fallen at their feet. All

our great men—all whom history cherishes and pos

terity honors—have belonged to the latter class. They

have not spent their lives in acquiring, accumulating,

enjoying ; they have achieved something, and thus

their names live in remembrance. When we recall

snch names as Washington, Franklin, Jenner, Shake

speare, Jefferson, it is their deeds, not their gains, that

inspire us. Indeed, every loss by which they furthered

the good of humanity sparkles like a gem in the set

ting of their lives, while what they may have gained is

hardly thought worthy of record. When a rich man

dies, his wealth is soon disposed of, and, if he has left

nothing else, his name will soon be forgotten. But if

he has used his wealth in the service of justice and

mercy, righteousness and truth, if he has aided the

weak, lifted the fallen, encouraged struggling merit,

and has thus been a blessing to humanity, then his

deeds will live after him, and his children may well

cherish them as a richer legacy than gold or lands.—

Phila. Ledger.

When Water Bolls.

Water does not boil until the tension or outward

pressure of the vapor formed by heating it is greater

than the atmosphere's pressure. At the sea level,

where the pressure of the atmosphere is about 15 1b.

per square inch, the water must be heated to 212° be

fore its vai>or has sufficient tension to overcome this

pressure. At Argenta, Montana, where it is so much

alum- the sea, having a much less depth of atmosphere

the pressure is not so many pounds, and the boiling

point is correspondingly lower. Water boils at about

200' there. On Mount Black it boils at 187° ; and in a

vacuum at about 98*. accordingly as the vacuum is

more or less perfect ,

Singing nice.

The twittering sound occasionally made by mice is

believed by some observers to be the result of volun

tary action, but by others to be the result of disease.

Dr. Nolan states that the opinion of naturalists is

divided on the subject. It has been suggested that

many or all mice may have the power of producing

musical notes so high in the scale that, like the cry of

the dormouse or the bat, they approach the limit of

sounds perceptible to the human ear. This theory,

however, has never been substantiated by observation.

The sound is at times undeniably like the wheezing

that would result from bronchial or asthmatic diffi

culties. If the result of disease, the sound is caused by

the presence of a worm (Cysticercus) or by a fungoid

growth in the windpipe. A correspondent of the

Philadelphia Ledger states that his observations con

firm the belief that the sounds are purely involuntary,

the unmistakable signs of disease. They resemble an

attempt at twittering after the manner of young birds

or female canaries, and the apparent variation in the

character of the notes is due presumably to the rapid

movements of the aniiual and its varying distance from

the observer. It has also been noticed that when ex

cited by fear and activity in its efforts to escape, the

character of the sounds becomes more harsh and

asthmatic. It is also urged that if voluntary, the so-

called singing would certainly cease in presence of

danger, whereas, in fact, it becomes louder. But it is

quite possible that in this instance fear might be more

powerful than caution. Many animals, when excited,

utter a cry of alarm, which assists in effecting their

ultimate capture.

Natural History Notes.

The Tendrilsof Cucurbitaeeous Plants.—Mr. Duchar-

tre has made the following curious observations on the

tendrils of cucurbitaeeous plants. Out of 22 species

examined by him, it was found that 14 had tendrils

that were quite straight in the very young state, and

remained so during their development ; and in 8 spe

cies only were the tendrils spirally rolled from their

first appearance, and before they had come into con

tact with any foreign body. Among these latter are

included the pumpkin (Cucurbita Pepo) and the bryony

(Bryonia dioica). It is remarkable that, while the or

dinary forms of the melon (Cucumis Melo) have their

tendrils spirally developed from their very first appear

ance, this is not the case with the variety e?i/throeus of

the same species, in which the tendrils are straight

from their earliest stage. Mr. Duchartre remarks that

the side of the tendrils that grows most rapidly, and

thus causes it to assume the spiral form, consists of

much larger parenchymatous cells than does the oppo

site side of the tendril. Among the species that have

straight tendrils from the first are the dishcloth gourd

(Luffa acutangulata), the balsam apple (Momordica

Balsamina), and Cyclanthera explodens.

An Invasion of Bugs.—In April, Washington was

suddenly invaded by swarms of insects of formidable

appearance that attracted considerable attention.

The habits and appearance of these are described as

follows by one of the government entomologists :

This large insect, of two inches and a half, or more,

in length, is the Belostoma Amerieanum of entomolo

gists, and belongs to the order of Hemiptera, or true

bugs. It lives in ponds and sluggish streams during

the immature state, in which it has no wings, and is

full grown in fall, remaining in the ponds during the

winter. When, in the spring, the warm weather

awakens them, they come forth at dark, often in im

mense numbers, and fly about ; the sexes mate, and

they return to the ponds, in which the female deposits

her eggs. They are strongly attracted by light, and

especially by electric lamps, under which vast num

bers often strew the walks, and are crushed under foot.

Their sudden appearance often creates alarm ; and

during the past week or two, specimens have been re

ceived from various parts of North Carolina and other

Southern States, the writers often in evident fear of

damage from this invasion.

But they are perfectly harmless. They are, it is true,

able to inflict a very painful bite, for they are provided

with a short, sharp beak ; but they never do so volun

tarily, and they do not live on anything in the way of

vegetable matter outside of the water. They are car

nivorous, feeding principally on Ies3 powerful water

insects, and not despising an occasional fish, frog, or

other bit of flesh that may come in their way. They

have been just as abundant in previous seasons, but

have not been so much noticed, for the reason that

there have not been so many electric lights to which

they could he attracted. Like so many of the true

bugs, they have a very peculiar and rank smell. A

number of other water insects are also attracted to

light, but never in such quantities.

The Petals of the Buttercup have, as well known, a

peculiar varnish-like luster. The cause of this has

been investigated by Dr. Mobius, who attributes it to

a highly refractive yellow oil existing in the epidermal

cells, increased by the fact that the layer of cells of the

mesophyl is densely filled with minute starch grains.

Development of Leaf of Eucalyptus.—Soma instruct

ive experiments have been made by Mr. S. Orrosglik

on the development of the leaf of Eucalyptus globulus.

He finds that in the youngest stage the tissue of thv

leaf between the epidermis, with the exception of the

vascular bundles, consists of a uniform tissue com

posed of cells equal in diameter in each direction, which

the author calls primitive mesophyl. If the leaves are

forced to remain in the horizontal position, they de

velop the usual leaf structure of palisade cells on the

upper and spongy tissue on the lower side of the leaf ;

but if the leaves assume the vertical position, palisade

cells are developed on both sides of the leaf next to the

epidermis. He therefore arrives at the conclusion that

there is in leaves a tissue which is capable of differen

tiation, and that under the influence of light there is a

tendency to form palisade tissue, while shade favors

the formation of spongy tissue.

Markings of Animals.—Eimer advances the view

that the markings on animals were primitively longi

tudinal stripes that have subsequently broken up to

form dots, and these fusing to form transverse rings.

This view is supported by the ontogeny of many ani

mals. Dr. Haacke controverts this view from the study

of an Australian fish, Helotes scotus. In this species

the adult is marked with eight longitudinal black

bands. Young specimens have in addition a row of

clear transverse bands, which disappear when the fish

attains maturity.

Color Perception by the Human Eye.

The fatigue of the human eye in connection with ob

servations of colored objects, especially when these are

brightly illuminated, has been explained in La Nature

by M. Rosenstiehl and others. These remarks have

recently been collated, with the published results of

novel experiments, by M. Albert de Rochas. It has

been laid down by M. Chevreul that the human eye

cannot be long employed in the perception of a given

color without tending to become insensible, and to

arouse an impression similar to that ordinarily pro

duced by the perception of white light. Dr. Beclard

has also noticed that when one eye is directed for a time

upon a colored field, the other eye being closed, if the

eye which was open is in turn closed and the other

opened, a specter of the complementary color will be

perceived. Thus, if the right eye has observed a red

disk, the left being shut, a reversal of this state of

things would result in the perception of a green disk

by the freshly opened left eye. In virtue of the same

property of the eye, when two tints are placed beside

each other, the nearest edge of the one will appear as

though deprived of all the colored rays which it may

have in common with the other. An analogous effect

is produced with grays non-colored—that is to say,

formed simply of white and black. When a dark and

a light gray are placed side by side, the one will look

darker and the other lighter, beside the line of junc

tion, as though the black had been taken out of the

one and the white out of the other. Hence the diffi

culty in estimating the equality of different colored

lights. When they are looked at simultaneously, the

eye passes from one to the other, and both colors are

subject to a double modification—first of tint (for each

tends to become the complementary of the other), then

of tone ; the lighter appearing more light, and the dark

still darker.

Electric Street Car* lu Philadelphia.

The Union Electric Company has recently been

operating an experimental electric motor car on Ridge

Ave., between 32d and 33d Streets, Philadelphia, and

has met with very fair success. Each afternoon, a car

carrying the usual burden of passengers has been run

over the track at the rate of nine miles an hour. The

system employed is that of underground electrical

transmission. A conduit, 4% inches wide by 9 deep,

and having a central slot similar to that employed on

cable roads, extends along the center of the track.

This has been laid on concrete and covered with Port

land cement. At suitable intervals, connections are

made with the sewer, in order to permit the rain water

to discharge or the conduit to be washed out, should

that become necessary. A copper conductor, one-

quarter inch deep by one inch wide, runs along the con

duit on each side of the slot. A grooved piece of chan

nel iron is attached to the bottom of the conductors.

A so-called " traveler," supported by wheels, runs in the

slot, and is provided with two springs which slide

along the channel irons on each side of the slot, and

thus receive the electric current. The traveler is con

nected to the car by small chains. From its center,

wires extend into the car, connecting the motor on

board with the copper conductors in the conduit, by

which the electric circuit may be closed. A regulator

on the car controls the current, and permits the car to

be driven in either direction. The trials covered avery

stormy period, but it is stated that the bad weather

caused no interruption in the working of the system.

The estimated cost per day of running the electric car,

according to the Ledger, is $1.84, while that of operat

ing a horse car is $4.74. Neither estimate includes

salaries. The cost of ten miles of electric railway on

this system, and fifty cars, is stated to be $175,000.
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Oilgln or tbe Potato.

An interesting article on this subject is given in a re

cent number of Nature, from which it appears that we

have as yet no certain knowledge of the original home

of our popular tuber. Whether it came from Peru or

Virginia has yet to be settled. The writer says : The

question of the introduction of the potato is a very

complex one.

Potato is but the English way of pronouncing ba

tata.

But what is the word batata ? To what language

does it belong ? The first European knowledge of it

appears to be traceable to Cuba, San Domingo, or

some of the neighboring isles at the time they were

discovered by Columbus, 1492, etc. But then the six

teenth century writers on Peru also use it as if it were

a common word there, and, if it were, it is at least in

teresting, if not strange, to find a word thus widely

spread over and across districts where, it has been said,

languages so vary with tribes that one cannot even

understand another, though neighboring, tribe. But

first we have to consider, Is there any contemporary

evidence that the West Indian natives did make use of

a word which, when written by the Spaniards, appear

ed as batata t It would involve a special search among

such materials as Navarette had at his disposal to de

cide that. Compilations are not to be trusted, and

English versions are of no avail. What the actual

■word was, written by Columbus or his companions, is

■what is wanted. Then, if it were a true West Indian

word, and introduced and known with some plant in

Spain and Portugal in the early part of the sixteenth

century, what is the probability that, at the middle of

it, writers on Peru used it as a name that would be

understood at home, even though not used by the

South American natives ? With regard to papas, it is

distinctly stated by Acosta it was a native name in

South America, but the writer does not know of any

passage in which batata is said to be. It has been

pointed out above how the mistake arose that papas

has been considered a Virginian name, and it is possi

ble batata may prove to be not a South American

name at all. There is a Quichau word, ascu, equiva

lent, apparently, to papas, to which only Mr. Clements

Markhain among English writers seems to have drawn

attention. At present, in English translations of trav

els in Peru, papas and batata appear often confounded.

Then in regard to our own use of the word batata,

did we have it with roots through the Spaniards, or

direct from the West Indies ? The earliest use of the

word does not yet seem to have been fully searched for.

It may, however, be found earlier than in the list of

literary quotations usually given. For example, it

occurs in the account of Sir J. Hawkins' voyage, 1565 :

" Hennes,potatoes, and pines." The earliest description

the writer has been able to trace of what the potato

was is in the botanical work of 1570, published in Lon

don, Lobel's "Stirpium adversaria nova." A figure is

given of the root of the batata, and at the heading is

" Anglice Potades."

In 1596 the form potaton is met with. In 1627 and

1676 potadoes, and in 1655 pottato. Batata itself, by

the Spaniards, seems to have been spelled indifferently

batata or battata.

Then there is another curious point. How has it

come to pass that for the same plant the Spaniards of

to-day retain papas, while the Portuguese use batata,

for the plant we now call the potato ?

In speaking of questions in connection with our hav

ing changed the use of the word potato from one plant

to another, it is an advantage for preventing confusion

to refer to the two plants by their present botanical

names, the Batatas edulis, which belongs to the con

volvulus "order," and the Solanum tuberosum (per

haps including the supposed different species, Maglia),

our common potato, which belongs to the nightshade

" order." Of the two it was Batatas edulis, called then,

long before Linnreus' binomial system, simply battata,

that seems to have been first known in Europe.

The first European knowledge of the plant Solanum

tuberosum (or Maglia) was under the name papas, by

which it was known till Caspar Bauhin recognized

that it was a Solanum in 1596. The date 1596, if not

exactly that of his knowledge, is the date of his first

publishing it in his ivronxva^.

Then as to dates of introduction.

As already said, the first European knowledge of

battata was in 1494 or 1495, that is, assuming that it

was among the valuable products of the AVest Indies

Columbus sent home to his patron sovereigns to demon

strate the value of his discoveries. It is mentioned he

sent home vegetable products as well as gold. He sent

spices, dye woods, fruits, and herbs, or intended to.

In the history "Primer viage de Colon " (Navarette,

cap. 1) is the passage : " And besides there are trees of

a thousand species, each having its particular fruit and

all of marvelous flavor, so that I am in the greatest

trouble in the world not to know them, for I am very

certain they are each of great value. I shall bring some

home as specimens, and also some of the herbs." Tak

ing Washington Irving's inspection of Navarette's ma

terials as reliable, Columbus knew the potato—the

battata.

FLOATING NEEDLES. THE TEAES OF STBONG WINE.

T. O'CONOH SLOANE, PH.D.

Pew subjects are more prolific in suggestions for

experiments of the simpler class than surface ten

sion. A very striking example of the exercise of this

force was shown in the wire gauze cylinders de

scribed a few weeks ago. A simple experiment in the

same line is shown in the cut. By carefully placing

needles upon the surface of water, they will float.

Surface strength, in which expression viscosity and

tension are both intended to be included, is due to

the attraction for each other of contiguous mole-
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cules. In the case of a vessel of water, this attrac

tion does not exist alone at the surface. All through

the body of the fluid1, molecule attracts molecule ;

but as this attraction within the mass is exerted in

all directions alike, it does not interfere with the mo

bility of the fluid. On the surface the state of things

is different. Here the superficial molecules are at

tracted laterally and downward, and force is required

to break through the sheet or film that, practically

speaking, they form. If therefore a body even of

higher specific gravity than water is placed upon this

film, it will encounter resistance, and if not too heavy

will be supported upon it. If some counteracting

force is called into play, the film may be ruptured,

and the body will sink. This force may be gravity.

The body may break through the film by reason of

its weight. Or if this is insufficient, and if the fluid

wets it, adhesion and capillarity will come into play.

The fluid will creep up and over the body, and it will

sink.

In a needle We have an object that is quite light in

proportion to its sectional area. It also has the pro

perty of retaining in strong adherence a film of air.

If a bright piece of steel is immersed in water and then

withdrawn, it will come out nearly dry. The water

has not touched it, on account of the adhering film of
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air. If, therefore, a needle is carefully placed upon

the surface of water, the fluid will not come in contact

with it, or only over a small area. It will rest upon

the film, and on the support being withdrawn from

under, it will float securely on the surface. It is sup

ported by the surface tension and viscosity of the

water, or by its cohesion.

To place it on the surface, a hairpin, bent up at the

end as shown, may be used. The needle is lowered as

nearly horizontal as possible, until one end or the

other touches. Then the other end is lowered, and the

support withdrawn in a downward direction. The

needle, as soon as it touches the surfaae, makes a glijjht

dimple in the fluid. This may be used as a guide in

placing it on the surface.

An old explanation of the flotation of a needle re

ferred it to buoyancy. But on examination it will be

seen that the dimple is extremely small. If the needle

floated by displacement, the dimple should have a

cross section six or eight times the area of the cross

section of the needle. Therefore we are obliged to call

upon some other force as the agent, and in cohesion we

find the explanation. The same force supports the in

sects familiarly called skaters upon the surface of

ponds. The depression formed around their legs where

they rest upon the water is very perceptible.

The limiting film is stretched in all directions lik » a

fine membrane of India rubber. The introduction of

any foreign matter may modify this tension a great

deal. Alcohol reduces it greatly. If the needles are

brought into parallelism, and a drop of alcohol is al

lowed to fall upon the water between them, the ten

sion of the film between them is diminished, and they

fly apart. If ether is used, the effect is still stronger. A

loop of twisted sewing silk may be floated on the sur

face of water just as the needles are. Then if a drop

of alcohol is introduced within the loop, it flies open

nearly or quite into a circle. This is quite a striking

instance of the phenomena described, and is shown

also in the cut.

In what has been said is the explanation of the tears

of strong wine. If a wine glass containing some

strongly alcoholic wine is inclined so as to wet one side

and then restored to its position, quite curious changes

will take place in the adhering layer. It will gradu

ally draw itself together, sometimes receding froui the

fluid below, or rising upward in opposition to gravity,

and it increases gradually in thickness until it forms

drops, that, as they form, rapidly run down the walls

of the vessel into the body of the fluid. These are the

tears of wine. It is possible, according to Clerk Max

well, that they are alluded to in the Bible (Proverbs

23, xxxi.).

What takes place is explained by what we have seen

in the case of the needles and loop of thread. When

the wine wets the glass, the layer is bounded by a film

of slight tension, owing to the presence of alcohol. As

the alcohol evaporates, the tension of the bounding

film increases until it begins to pull the liquid to

gether, acting like a tightly stretched elastic mem

brane. The film tends to contract to the smallest pos

sible area, which, in the case of invariable volume, is

the sphere. Hence it thickens the layer, and ultimately

draws it into drops that are nearly spherical.

In the second cut accompanying this article is shown

a simple way of observing this action. A plate of glass,

which may be three inches square or upward in size, a

sheet of white paper, and a candle or lamp must be

provided. A mixture of alcohol and water, about half

of each, is the most convenient fluid to use. The glass

is held horizontally, and the liquid poured upon it, and

by inclining it in different directions is caused to flow

over most of its surface, just as a wet plate in photo-

graphy.is coated with collodion. The excess is poured

off into the bottle again, and the glass thus moistened

held in the position shown, with the moist side toward

the paper. At first nothing is seen, but presently the

action begins. It is accelerated by gently blowing

upon the wet glass. The most curious movements in

the fluid are shadowed upon the paper with magnified

effect. An area of the finest wrinkles appears, then

the fluid may begin to rise from the bottom edge, and

after several changes forms drops, that run rapidly

down the glass. Sometimes a row or fringe of drops

forms along the bottom. The appearances vary every

time. They can be projected quite well with a lantern,

but not with so good an effect as by the simple means

given here. The movements, by the process shown,

appear greatly magnified, or rather intensified, and

produce changing effects that are most interesting.

Aluminum In Ohio.

We see it stated that large works are to be built

at Pindlay, Ohio, for the production of aluminum

from clay, using natural gas for furnace fuel. The

clay from which the metal is to be extracted is

brought from West Virginia, but great beds of it

exist in nearly all the States and Territories. And

while it is true that all clay contains the metal, some

is far richer and yields a better return to the oper

ators than others. The cost of production where

fuel is cheap, as natural gas, will bring the metal

into common use. The difficulty has been to find a

means of obtaining the metal aluminum by heat or

a carbon process, and at a cost so extremely low as

to secure its adoption for the commoner utensils.

Beyond the great reduction in the cost, the time re

quired has been also greatly reduced.

Director-General Borer.

Leon Boyer, Director-General of the Panama

Canal works, died at Panama on May 1, of yellow

fever, he reached Panama in January last. He was

a distinguished engineer, and his loss is greatly de

plored. The ravages of fever among the canal em

ployes are frightful.
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ENGINEEBING INVENTIONS.

A car brake has been patented by Mr.

Henry J, Romberg, of Newark, N. J. It is designed to

take the place of the hand brake usually employed on

street cars, substituting therefor a braking mechanism

controlled by a lever that is operated by the driver by a

pedal arranged upon the platform of the car.

A spark arrester has been patented by

Mr. John C. Albrecht, of Columbus, Ga. It consists of a

cone to arrest and deflect the sparks, with a device for

facilitating the separation of the sparks from the smoke

and carrying them more rapidly to the firebox, the in

vention being an improvement on a former patented in

vention of the same Inventor.

A balanced slide valve has been patent

ed by Mr. John W. Stokes, of Pana, 111. It has vertically

sliding bars forming a frame fitted in grooves on top of

the slide valve, the frame being moved to and held In

contact with the under side of the balancing plate on

the steam chest cover or lid by the pressure of the live

steam.

A steam motor has been patented by

Mr. George Wood, of Philadelphia, Pa. This Invention

relates to steam engines in which curved or.segmental

oscillating pistons are connected with a crank on the

main driving shaft, and is designed to combine econo

my of steam with great compactness, [stability, and

lightness for large powers.

A dumping car has been patented by

Mr. Nicholas Maracll, of Savannah, Ga. Combined

with a truck car which has standards is a box having

swinging sides and trunnions, the trunnions riding in

bearings formed in the standards of the truck, with rock

shnfts and manipulating levers, whereby the load can

easily be dumped on either side of the track.

A rock drilling machine has been pat

ented by Mr. John Jennings, of Canon City, Col. This

invention covers Improvements in the mechanism for

rotating and forcing the drill, and for feeding the drill

carriage and adjusting it at various angles and rotating

il on a traveling turntable, to facilitate mining and bor

ing and tunneling rock.

An aerial railway and car has been pat

ented by Mr. Andrew J. Morrison, of Hume, N. Y. This

invention relates to cars suspended on elevated wire

cables sustained from towers, there being means for

raising and lowering the cables, and the tracks, by be

ing raised behind the car, cansinglt to continually travel

upon an incline from tower to tower.

A car coupling has been patented by

Mr. Jackson J. Kennedy, of Cleveland, Tenn. It con

sists of a rotatable drawbar having its forward end bent

laterally, and provided with a hook, a shaft being jour-

naled at the side of the drawbar with cranks at its oppo

site ends, the invention being intended to improve and

simplify the construction of a coupling formerly pat

ented by the same inventor.

MECHANICAL INVENTIONS.

A screw cutting machine has been

patented by Mr. Ernest Landelle, of Paris, France.

The slide rest is actuated by a lever of variable effective

length, in order to change the pitch of the thread cut In

a corresponding degree, and this invention covers a

novel mechanism for the control of the slide rest,

whereby the travel of the tool may be readily augment

ed or diminished at will.

AGRICULTURAL INVENTIONS.

A sulky plow has been patented by Mr.

George Ross, of Chatham, Ontario, Canada. lis con

struction is such that one or more plows can be used at

a time, as desired, the plow points directed upward or

downward by a lever, the plows made to cut deep or

shallow furrows, or the machine can be readily adjusted

to travel from place to place, with other novel features.

A combined cotton chopper and culti

vator has been patented by Mr. Anthony Flewellen, Sr.,

of Brcnham, Texas. The inner rear corner of the chop

ping hoes are rounded, so their inner rear edges will be

in curved lines, with other features whereby the chop

ping will be done with a sliding cut, while the plows

are placed close in the rear of the chopping mechanism,

and are designed to bar oil the plants left for a Btand,

the machine chopping cotton to a stand while removing

dirt, weeds, and grass from the sides of the row.

»-♦-•

MISCELLANEOUS INVENTIONS.

A tube cutter has been patented by Mr.

Newton Bond, of Buffalo, N. Y. It is a revolving cut

ter, mounted on a carrier, sliding in a guide, by applying

a wedge attached to.a spindle, which revolves the device,

and having an adjustable gauge.

A method of strengthening drawers and

similar articles has been patented by Mr. William Mit

chell, of Richmond, Va. The invention consists in a

special method of securing a Y-shaped facing strip at

the front opening, making a strong and seamless front

facing.

A nut lock has been patented by Mr.

Charles W. Smart, of Carbondale, III. It consists es

sentially of an improved form of washer and an im

proved form of bolster block, with the combination of

these parts and other necessary coactlng devices, in

cluding a locking wire and groove therefor.

A fan has been patented by Mr. Isaac

A. A 1 lum, of II logo, Japan. The side sticks or handle

sections are so made as to constitute locking devices,

without the aid of additional means, to hold the fan in

Its open and clos<-d positions, the web of the fan being

opened or closed by turning these pieces about, or either

of tliem. or with the pivot aa a center.

A sand feeding mechanism for stone

sawing machines has been patented by Mr. R. Lester

Barney, of Swanton, Vt. It consists of adjustable

boards, troughs, and switches or divarun, so con

structed and arranged that the sand may he fed to any

portion of the stone in such way that in striking it will

not spatter.

A nailing jack has been patented by

Mr. Judson Clark, of Newburyport, Mass. It has a

mortised standard, with notches, and anvil with slotted

shank, cross bar, and spring-acted catch, with other

novel features, to facilitate nailing the heels of boots

and shoes of all sizes, and supporting other parts dur

ing the operation.

A burglar alarm has been patented by

Messrs. Emmanuel Choi and Delphin Monnier, of Thi-

bodeaux, La. Combined with traction devices connect

ed with doors or windows and the trigger of an alarm

is a spring trip bar, so arranged that the opening of a

door or window exerts traction on the trip bar and

causes a signal to be given.

A book pull and label has been patent

ed by Mr. Gayger D. Tolman, of Shawano, Wis. Com

bined with a slotted plate adapted to be secured to the

back of a book is a shield with a tongue projecting

through and held in the slot of the plate, the device

facilitating the taking of books from the shelves, and

also being adapted]to receive titles, numbers, etc.

A sink connection has been patented by

Mr. JameB D. McEntee, of New York city. It has a

conically shaped outlet and intermediate coupling, with

upwardly projecting rods, by which the strainer is drawn

firmly down upon its scat in the sink, the strainer being

easily removed and replaced without interfering with

the couplings.

A garden tile has been patented by Mr.

Louis S. Flatau, of Pittsburg, Tex. It has a semicircu

lar or U-shaped cross section, open at the bottom, with

one or more necks on its top, through which the plants

can grow, making a tile which can be used as a curbing

for walks, or as a curbing and plant protector at the same

time.

A carving implement has been patented

by Mr. William A. Ligon, of Sonora, Ky. It consists of

two blades pivoted like shears, one of the arms having

a tooth at its forward end and a second upwardly pro

jecting tooth between the latter and the pivot, the other

arm having a cntting edge and its extremity pointed for

insertion into the flesh to be carved.

A thill coupling has been patented by

Messrs. Abijah L. Romans and John M. Peregrine, of

Jamestown, N. Y. It consists of a combined anti-rat

tler and thill bolt holder, with a fnlcrumed spring and

a bolt-holding and tension lever with two arms, one to

act upon the spring and the other against the bolt, with

other novel features.

A sleigh shaft has been patented by Mr.

Levin F. Liebfrlcd, of Bethlehem, Pa. Its construction

is such as to permit of readily shifting the shafts to

adapt them for center or side draught without unhitch

ing the horse, the shafts being similar in appearance to

those designed for carriages, and such as can be ironed

and finished In substantially the same way.

A filter has been patented by Mr. James

T. Walls, of Butler, Mo. Il is intended for use in con

nection with a hydrant, or where the water is furnished

in a stream, and is so made that the first portion of the

water received will pass directly out of the receiving

chamber of the filter to cleanse it, while the water fol

lowing is directed through the filtering or purifying

chambers.

A tufting attachment for knitting ma

chines has been patented by Mr. Gustav A. Olson, of

Albert Lea, Minn. Its construction is such that with it

the loops of ruching or similar work can be made of

any desired length, and can be arranged to be in each

course of knitting or in alternate courses, or blank

courses can be left, separate threads being used for the

usual knit fabric and for the tufted work.

A machine for turning terret rings has

been patented by Mr. Walter S. Bishop, of New Haven,

Conn. In the face of a chuck plate arranged to screw

upon the head of a lathe are radial T shaped grooves in

which slide ways with flanges on their rear sides, with

other novel features, whereby the concave surfaces and

side edges of terret rings can be tnmed quickly and ac

curately.

A shingle sawing machine has been pat

ented by Mr. George E. Cooke, of Clarksville, Tenn. Its

construction provides simple means for preventing the

shingles from slipping under the action of the shaving

knife, also for discharging the shaved shingles and for

resetting the discharging devices, while being adapted

as well for shaving staves and shaping pieces for use in

building wagons, etc.

An apparatus for repairing dikes and

dams has been patented by Mr. Guillaume Dembrun, of

New Orleans, La. Combined with an inner supporting

framework are outer posts, palisades, and canvas sheets

formed with pockets, and provided with ropes or bind

ing cords, whereby a temporary abntment may be read

ily placed in position to protect a break in a dike, dam,

or levee.

An extension attachment for oil tank

faucets has been patented by Mr. George P. Saunders,

of Derrick City, Pa. It is detachable, with an angular

pipe, and a device for securing a water tight joint at the

point of connection with the ordinary draw off pipe in

the tank, and a rod screwed into the extension, to facili

tate drawing off the pure oil at the top in a tank with

out disturbing the sediment.

A vehicle spring has been patented by

Mr. Thomas S. King, of Atlanta, Ga. It consists of a

rod of round spring metal bent between its ends to

form a coll, the outer end drawn out flat and bent to

form an eye to connect with the shackles of the running

gear, and the inner end bent to form loop bearings

opening in the opposite direction, the spring being

cheap, easily applied, and making easy riding.

A lock for wagon brakes has been pat

ented by Mr. William Moore, of Mooney, Ind. It has a

double fnlcrumed lever carrying a spring pressed

pawl of novel construction that engages with a donble

curved rack, the axn of tha two curves being at the'

two fulcrnma of the lever, to increase the throw of

the brake shoe from the wheel, so it will not collect

mud, and to increase its power.

An iron coated fire brick has been pat

ented by Mr. John P. Comins, of Elizabeth, N. J. The

bricks are painted on the surfaces to be exposed to the

fire with the oxide of Iron, preferably Prince's metallic

paint, and then subjected to a furnace heat that will

melt the oxide of iron, changing it to metallic Iron, to

so coat the surface and fill the pores as to prevent the

adhesion of clinkers to the bricks when In use.

An end gate hinge has been patented

by Mr. Frederic B. Spees, of Tabor, Iowa. It consists

of an expanded U-shaped bar pivotal ly connected to the

gate, the arms riding in perpendicular apertures In the

bottom of the wagon, and thejfastening' being of peculiar

construction, whereby the gate may be held close to the

bottom of the wagon, or soas to have a space between

its lower edge and the bottom of the wagon.

A copying and printing instrument has

been patented by Messrs. William F. Kirtley and Charles

R. Spurgeon, of Laclede, Mo. Combined with a box

having in one end a telescopic tube and at the other end

a mirror, with a rotatable supporting frame, is a lens

holding frame and a negative-holding frame, each rela

tively adjustable, making an improved arrangement for

printing from negatives.

A button fastener has been patented by

Mr. Albert Hall, of Cypress Hills, N. Y. The button

has a slotted shank and a fastening hook with a bent

inner end wider than the remaining part, the wider part

of the hook being within the shank and the other part

extending outside, the hook being mounted to swing tn

the shank and being locked in place by spring tension,

so its point is concealed.

A combined twine holder and cutter

has been patented by Mr. Michael H. O'Brien, of St. Ig-

nace, Mich. It consists of a simple form of frame for

conveniently holding a spool or ball of twine on a rod

or wire, in connection with which is a knife-holding

lever, carrying a knife in such position that the twine

may be readily reeled off as desired and then cut, leav

ing the end ready for the next use.

A tubular sawing machine has been

patented by Mr. John H. Whitaker, of Davenport, Iowa.

Combined with a tubular saw and its hollow mandrel is

a hollow stock guide extending into the saw mandrel

and fitting closely to its inner wall, with a support

therefor rigidly connected to the framework outside the

mandrel, the machine being adapted to economize the

cutting of mouldings.

A gas cooking stove has been patented

by Messrs. John Somerville, of Bankside, Southwark,

and William H. Y. Webber, of Forest Hill, Surrey Co.,

England. The lining or oven chamber is removable,

and there is a clear space round it which serves as a hot

jacket, the burners projecting their flames through holes

in the outer casing so as to radiate their heat freely Into,

the oven, with other novel features to adapt the stove

for roasting or baking or other uses.

A folding bedstead has been patented

by Mr. Lewis E. Morrison, of New York city. ThiB in

vention consists in a novel and advantageous system of

balancing devices, including levers or pivoted legs ap

plied to the body of the bedstead and connected with

counterbalance weights in the upright portion of the

bedstead, the folded bedstead thus requiring a narrower

base for the upright, and the improved form facilitating

handling and moving about.

A bucket for steamboat paddle wheels

has been patented by Messrs. John C. Trullinger and

Uriah B. Scott, of Astoria, Oregon. The buckets are on

the wheel arms in the regular manner, are wedge-shap

ed, and have their front and rear sides so inclined as to

act upon the water to slightly raise the vessel, entering

and leaving the water with the least possible dis

turbance to its particles, and reducing the "slip" to a

minimum.

Wood pulp machinery forms the sub

ject of four patents issued to Mr. Warren Curtis, of

Corinth, N. Y. The inventions relate to machines in

which block pressors are operated by cylinders and pis

ton presses, and cover improvements in devices for sup

plying the presses with air and water under pressure,

the block presser being so constructed as to show by

the projecting piston rod the position of the block, and

to stop the feed automatically when the block is con

sumed. The pulp is made by grinding the wood on

a stone, the machine being so constructed that the wood

is pressed against the stone with uniform pressure, and

Is fed very easily and rapidly, while no dirt and chips

can get into the pulp, and the casing can be easily raised

to renew the stone, all the inventions being especially

calculated to facilitate the making of wood pulp.

NEW BOOKS AND PUBLICATIONS.

The Practical Mechanic's Workshop

Companion. By William Temple-

ton ; revised by Walter 8. Hutton.

London : Crosby, Lockwood & Co. ;

New York: D. Van Nostrand.

This handbook presents in modernized form a work

which has long been popular In England, and which

is quite as much intended for the engineer as the me

chanic. It affords a convenient reference book for

useful rules and formula in mechanical science, with

much practical data touching many lines of work.

Tommy's First Speaker, for Little

Boys and Girls Edited by Tommy

himself. Chicago : W. H. Harrison,

Jr., 1886.

In this selection of two hundred and fifty pieces suit

able for recitation by very little children, the author has

chosen what seemed to him best out of a large col

lection made [during his own experience. With per

haps a half dozen exceptions, the pieces are all In

rhyme. They are for the most part very short, and can

readily be learned by a child of ordinary memory.

Several are adapted for more than one speaker. Con

sidering the limited Held, the selection has been very

judiciously made. The analyzed index will be found

useful in Indicating which are particularly suitable for

girl) and which for soya.
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Wanted—Party representing and traveling for large

iron firm through the West, one or two hardware special

ties. Only first class articles will be considered. A Ho.

1 references. Address B. V., Chicago Journal of Com

merce.

Wanted -Prospecting machinery—diamand drill pre

ferred—to locate gypsum. Correspondence solicited.

Buena Vista Plaster Co., Saltvllle, Va.

Harwell's Engineer's Pockel-Book. By Charles H.

Haawell, Civil, Marine, and Mechanical Engineer. Giv

ing Tables, Rules, and Formulas pertaining to Mechan

ics, Mathematics, and Physics, Architecture, Masonry,

Steam Vessels, Mills. Limes, Mortars, Cements, etc. 900

paxes, leather, pocket-book form, $1.00. For sale by

Munn A Co., 361 Broadway. New York.

For Sale—Patent of Automatic Boiler Leveling Ap

paratus. Illustrated In Scientific American May 8.

Reasonable figures. J. M. Kramer, Maria Stein, Mercer

CO..O.

Wanted—A capitalist to take a half interest in or to

manage a valuable patent on Automatic Freight Car

Brake. A splendid chance to the rtKht man. For further

particulars, address R. B. V.. Box 607, Iowa Falls, Iowa.

Send to the Railroad Gazette, 73 Broadway, New

York, for a catalogue of Locomotive, Track, and other

railroad books.

Emery Wheels of unusually Buperlor quality for wet

grinding. The Tanlte Co., Stroudsbarg. Monroe Co., Pa.

Guild & Garrison's Steam Pump Works, Brooklyn,

N. Y. Pumps for liquids, air, and gases. New catalogue

now ready.

Nickel Plating.—Sole manufacturers cast nickel an

odes, pure nickel salts, poltsbtng compositions, etc 9100

"IAUU Wonder." A perfect Electro Plating Machine-

Sole manufacturers of the new Dip Lacquer Kristaline.

Complete outfit for plating, etc. Hanson, Van Winkle A

Co.. Newark, N. J., and 92 and M Liberty St., New York.

Send for catalogue of Scientific Books for sale by

Munn A Co., 361 Broadway, N. Y. Free on application.

The Knowles Steam Pump Works, 44 Washington

St., Boston, and 93 Liberty St., New York, bave just Is

sued a new catalogue. In which are many new and Im

proved forms of Pumping Machinery of the single and

duplex, steam and power type. This catalogue will be

mailed free of charge on application.

Machinery for Light Manufacturing, on hand and

built to order. B. E. Garvin A Co., 139 Center St., N. Y.

If an invention has not been patented in the United

States for more than one year, it may still be patented in

Canada. Cost for Canadian patent. $40. Various other

foreign patents may also be obtained. For instructions

address Mann A Co., Scientific American patent

agency, 361 Broadway, New York.

Presses & Dies. Ferracute Moch. Co., Bridgeton, N.J.

Iron Planer, Lathe, Drill, and other machine tools of

modern design. New Haven Mfg. Co., New Haven, Conn.

Nystrom'e Mechanics.—A pocket book of mechanics

and engineering, containing a memorandum of facta and

connection of practice and theory, by J. W. Nyst-rom,

C.E., 18th edition, revised and greatly enlarged, pinttt.

12mo, roan tuck. Price, $3^0. For sale by Munn A Co.,

361 Broadway, New York city.

Supplement Catalogue.—Persons in pursuit of infor

mation of anr special engineering, mechanical, or scien

tific subject, can have catalogue of contents of the Sci-

■HTiric American Supplement sent to them free.

The Supplement contains lengthy articles embracing

the whole range of engineering, mechanics, and physical

science. Address Mnnn A Co., Publishers, New York.

Curtis Pressure Regulator and Steam Trap. See p. 148.

Best Automatic Planer Knife Grinders. Pat. Face Plate

Chuck Jaws. Am. Twist Drill Co., Meredith, N. H.

Iron, Steel, and Copper Drop Forgings of every de

scription. BUllngs A Spencer Co., Hartford. Conn.

See Bornham Automatic Engine adv.last and next week.

We are sole manufacturers of the Fibrous Asbestos

Removable Pipe and Boiler Coverings. We moke pure

asbestos goods of all kinds. The Chalmers-Spence Co.,

419 East 8th Street. New York.

Steam Hammers, Improved Hydraulic Jacks, and Tube

Expanders. R. Dudgeon, 24 Columbia St., New York.

Orbnshaui.—Steam Engine Catechism—A series of

thoroughly Practical Questions and Answers arranged

so as to give to a Young Engineer just the information

required to fit him for properly running an engine. By

Robert Urimshaw. 18uio, cloth, $1.00. For sale by

Munn A Co., 361 Broadway, N. Y.

60,000 Emerson's 1888 43sT" Book of superior saws, with

Supplement, sent free to all Sawyers and Lumbermen.

Address Emerson, Smith A Co., Limited, Beaver Falls,

Pa., U. 8. A.

Hoisting Engines, Friction Clutch Pulleys, Cut-off

Couplings. D. Frlsbie & Co.. 112 Liberty St., New York.

"How to Keep Boilers Clean." Send your address

for free 86 page book. Jas. C. Hotch kiss, 93 John St, N. Y.

Barrel, Keg, Hogshead, Stave Mach'y. See adv. p. 366.

Mineral Lands Prospected, Artesian Wells Bored, by

Pa. Diamond Drill Co. Box 423, Pottavtlle, Pa. See p. 385.

Timber Gaining Machine. All kinds Woodwork

ing Machinery. C. B. Rogers A Co., Norwich, Conn.

Brass and Iron Working Machinery, Die Sinkers,

and Screw Machines. Warner A Swasey, Cleveland, O.

Split Pulleys at low prices, and of same strength and

appearance as Whole Pulleys. Yocom A Son's Shafting

Works, Drinker St., Philadelphia, Pa.

The Windmill as a Prime Mover. Comprehending

everything of value relating to windmills, their use, de

sign, construction, etc. By A. R. Wolff. With many

fine Illustrations. (Shortly.) 8vo, cloth. Price, IbM.

For sale by Munn A Co., 861 Broadway. New York.

The Shame of a Great Merchant

was that a skin disease made him look like a drinking;

man. Dr. Pierce's "Golden Medical Discovery" Is a

certain cure for all diseases of the blood and skin. It

should be tried by all'affllcted with tetter, salt-rheum,

scald head, St. Anthony's fire, erysipelas, rtng-worms,

pimples, blotches, spots, eruptions, bolls, carbuncles,

sore eyes, rough skin, scrofulous sores, swellings, blood

taints, affecting the skin, throat, and bones, ulcers of the

liver, stomach, kidneye, lungs, and uterus. Purify the

blood and health will return. By druggists.
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HINTS TO CORRESPONDENTS.

Names and Address must accompany all letters,
or no attention will be paid thereto. This is for our
Information, and not for publication.

References to former articles or answers should
give date of paper and page or number of question.

Inquiries not answered in reasonable time should
be repeated; correspondents will bear in mind that
some answers require not a little research, and,
though we endeavor to reply to alL either by letter
or In this department, each must take his turn.

Special Written Information on matters of
personal rather than general interest cannot be
expected without remuneration.

Scientific American Supplements referred
to may be had at the office. Price 10 cents each.

Books referred to promptly supplied on receipt of
price.

JVIInerafs sent for examination should be distinctly
marked or labeled.

(1) I. B.—It is a very difficult matter

for an expert to braze iron pipe that has been split.

It is much cheaper to use new pipe. The brazing is

done by cleaning the split edges, covering with borax

that has been ground on a stone with water, and bind

ing a piece of brass wire along the seam, with small

iron wire wound around the pipe. Place the pipe in

a charcoal fire commencing at one end of the split,

drawing the pipe through the fire as the brass melts.

Soldering is done with a copper, using soldering acid,

which is made by dissolving zinc In muriatic acid

and adding a little sal ammoniac to the solution. See

Scientific American Supplement, No. 20, fora com

plete description of the various methods of soldering.

(2) B. F. S. asks : How much of a bat

tery will I need, say 8 Inch gravity cells, to run the

induction coil described in Supplement, No. 160? For

curiosity I tried two Leclanche cells, but they would

only magnetize the core enough to attract a medium

sized wire. The core is made of 850 No. 18 wires. A.

Eight gravity cells ought to be enough. Leclanche cells

are quite unsuitable.

(3) G. W. C. asks : 1. Why does it tend

to preserve a magnet to have a keeper on it? A. The

reason is unknown. 2. Is the positive side of a

secondary battery when charging the same as when dis

charging? A. The direction of the current from the

secondary when charged is the opposite of the charg

ing current. 8. How many layers and of what size

should the sheets of tin foil be in the condenser of a

medical battery whose primary current is furnished

by one Leclanche cell ? A. Medical coils are often used

without a condenser. A dozen sheets might suffice,

but the number required varies with the size of the

coil and the area of each. It is a question of area of

tinfoil and dielectric, not of number of sheets.

(4) J. C. asks : 1. What liquids or so

lutions, if subjected to an electric current, change their

original state? A. Acidulated water, and many solu

tions of metals, etc. 2. Is there any way of effecting or

hastening the decomposition of green vegetable matter

by electricity? A. We know of no practical way. 8.

For experimenting on a small scale, which form of ap

paratus Is best suited? A. We can only suggest a gal

vanic battery.

(5) D. D. H. asks : What number wire

and size of core should I use in making electro magnets

to run sewing machine, using three battery jars such as

used on telegraph instruments, and the magnets to be

of the horseshoe pattern, also the amount of wire re

quired? A. The question is too general. Three gravity

cells such as generally used on telegraphs would not

run a sewing machine. Tou would need ten times the

number at least.

(6) C. W.—With the present labor dis

turbances in the United States, we could not encourage

you to come here at present from a foreign country to

look for work in a machine shop. If there is any prefer

ence in any part of the States, it may be found in

the South. Georgia and Alabama seem to be progres

sive in the mechanical trades. We cannot name estab

lishments in want of help. Atlanta, Ga., Chatta

nooga, Tenn., and the iron regions of Alabama are

points at which you may make a venture with per

haps as fair a chance of success as anywhere else.

(7) J. H. W. desires a lacquer to spread

on sheet zinc to make it appear like copper. A. Yon

can make lacquer of various tints by putting 4 ounces

best gum gamboge into 32 ounces spirits of turpentine,

4 ounces dragon's blood into the same quantity of

spirits of turpentine as the gamboge, and 1 ounce

annatto into 8 ounces of the same spirits. The three

mixtures should be made in different vessels. They

should then be kept for about two weeks in a warm

place, and as much exposed to the sun as possible. At

the end of that time they will be fit for use, and any

desired tints may be obtained by making a mixture

from them, with such proportions of each liquor as

the nature of the color desired will point out.

(8) A. H. S. asks : What is the chemi

cal compound in the Bo-callcd phosphates, used as

beverages? Pear phosphates for extracts—are they

flavored in any way? A. Pear phosphates are made

as follows : Take Bartlett or other good pears, cut or

chop very fine, press, allow to settle, pour off super

natant liquid. To one pint of this pear juice add one

pint acid phosphate and one pound of sugar, or enongh

to sweeten. The acid phosphate referred to is gen

erally a solution of the phosphates of lime, magnesia,

potash, and iron, in such a form as to be readily as

similated by the system.

(9) W. M. M. asks (1) a receipt for filler

for maple, oak. and cherry wood, also Instructions how

it should be used. A. Yon can use a filler composed

of: Wbiting 6 ounces, japan % pint, boiled linseed oil

J£ pint, turpentine H pint, corn starch 1 ounce; mix

well together, and apply by continuous rubbing in.

On cherry wood add a little Venetian red to the above

mixture. A cheaper, and for most uses a better,

filler than this can be bought already prepared. 2.

What will give the best polish—varnish or shellac? A.

A very simple polish for wood is obtained by using a

piece of pumice stone and water, passing it repeatedly

over the work nntil the rising of the grain is cut down.

Then take powdered tripoli and boiled linseed oil, and

polish the work to a bright surface. 8. What is oil

finish? A. It is the finish produced by using a prepara

tion of linseed oil, such as linseed oil 1 gallon, alkanet

root 8 ounces, rose pink 1 ounce. Boil them together 10

minutes, and strain so that the oil will be quite clear.

(10) J. A. M.—Deuto-chloride of mer

cury is properly called mercuric chloride, or corrosive

sublimate, and can be procured at any druggist's.

It is highly poisonous. You can clean coral by immer

sion in a mixture composed of one part of hydrochloric

acid and thirty parts of water; keep it in this liquid

until it becomes quite white ; it should then be washed

well in cold water.

(11) P. B. asks the formula for making

a white japan or drier used In paints and oil. A. An

excellent transparent drier can be made by taking zinc

carbonate 9 parts, manganese borate 1 part, linseed

oil 9 parts. Grind thoroughly, and keep in bladders

or tin tubes. The latter are preferable.

(12) J. E. C. asks : How much will a

mixture of gas and air in the proportion of 1 to 10

expand in exploding? A. A safe figure to work by as a

maximum is 4L£ times the original volume of the air.

(13) G. C. asks : Is it practical to trans

mit power by compressed air a distance of 4,000 feet

or more, and to the amount of 25 horse power, and

what sized pipe would it require, and where can com

pressors be had at the bottom price? A. It has been

fully demonstrated that compressed air can be conveyed

a distance of one or more miles with greater facility and

economy than Is now done so extensively with steam

in New York. It has been used in tunneling and min

ing at great distances. For compressors and applica

tion address some of our advertisers in that line. It

will require a 3 inch pipe for 25 horse power.

(14) J. B. asks : Is there any kind of

burner that would prevent the forming of lampblack

on the bottom of a copper boiler heated by gas? A.

You must use gas burners arranged on the Bunsen

burner principle;- these can be procured from any dealer

in chemical apparatus, and consist of an iron tube so

perforated as to admit sufficient air, thereby produc

ing a colorless flame.

(15) D. H. D. asks the simplest way to

distill water. A. Perhaps a rubber tube from the spont

of a tea kettle, to conduct the steam to a cool recep

tacle, where it wonld be condensed, would be the sim

plest way. It would not be expensive to fix up a worm

in connection with a boiler and suitable vessel for con

densing for a larger use.

(16) Inquisitive asks the cause of single

and double rainbows. A. It is dne to the combined re

flection and refraction of the Bun's rays from drops of

rain. The rain must be on the side away from the

observer. The position of the rainbow depends on

the height of the sun, and rain drops at different de

finite elevations can produce the effect, so that doable

or triple rainbows are possible.

(17) B. S. H. asks the best drug or in

gredient to color alcohol a bright red; something

that will cost not to exceed 25 or 30 cents to color a

gallon. A. Use an aniline color.

(18) J. J. D. asks how to make a regu

lator for an incubator, so that the heat will not rise

above 103 or 105 degrees. A. You can make a regulator

with strips of sheet zinc and sheet Iron, about 2

feet long. 1 Inch wide, soldered or riveted together at

each end, and riveted between ends to bold tbcm close

together. Fasten one end to the woodwork of the

hatching box, the other to a delicately hung shutter,

arranged for ventilating the box or controlling the in

coming heat. The variations in temperature will move

the free end of the metal strips sufficiently for working

the ventilators.

(19) J. B. S.—Various proportions of

borax and oxalic acid with water, in connection with

pipe clay, chrome yellow, and turmeric root, have been

used to whiten and give an oak appearance to the

soles of shoes, but they are not generally so success

ful as the mixtures sold at a low price by the findings

dealers.

(20) G. W. C. sends us an account of

an elm, the two terminal forks of which are so unlike

in appearance as to suggest two different species; and

he wishes to know the cause of the difference. A.

The phenomenon is due to a variation in the bnd that

produced the branch, resulting in what gardeners

would call a "sport." The sporting of certain buds

into characters in branch, flower, or fruit unlike those

of the stock is known in a good number of plants.

These variations, when once originated, nsnally persist,

but are not transmitted to the seed. Their origin is un

accountable. From a scientific point of view, they are

of slight consequence. (See Darwin's Variation of

Animals and Plants under Domestication, chapter xi.)

(21) J. W. B. desires a good formula

for making a paste that will hold labels tight and se

curely on wood. A. Take of starch two drachms, white

sugar 1 ounce, gum arable 2 drachms, water a sufficient

quantity. Dissolve the gum, add the sugar, and boil

until the starch is cooked.

(22) W. Y. asks how to straighten a

shaft 1 inch in diameter and 6 feet long, that has been

sprung about 1 inch out of a straight line. A. By care

fully springing back with a lever between two bearings.

2. Is there any way of putting together a small broken

casting so that it can be used for a pattern by the

moulder? A. Heat and cement with shellac.

(23) C. H. P. desires a cheap color or

stain for articles made of wood, snch as clothes horses,

Btep ladders, etc. Want a yellow color that will not

rub off. A. Brush over with the tinctnre of turmeric.

(24) A. and P. desire a formula for '

making stove polish, by which a new stove can be pol

ished without much labor. A. 1 pound of pulverized

black lead, turpentine 1 gill, water 1 gill, sugar 1 ounce.

Minerals, btc.—Specimens have been

received from the following correspondents, and ex

amined with the results stated.

F. H. D.—The sand contains magnetite and garnets.

It has little or no value. The magnetite might be

separated by a magnetic separator, but its valne would

have to be determined by analysis.

TO INVENTORS.

An experience of -forty years, and the preparation of

more than one hundred thousand applications for pa

tents at home and abroad, enable us to understand the

laws and practice on both continents, and to possess tin

equaled facilities for procuring patents everywhere. In

addition to our facilities for preparing drawings and

specifications quickly, the applicant can rest assured

that his case will be filed In the Patent Office without

delay. Every application, In which the fees have been

paid, is sent usually to the Patent Office the same day

the papers are signed at our office, or received by mall,

so there Is no delay in filing the case—a complaint we

often hear from other sources. A synopsis of the pa

tent laws of the United States and all foreign countries

may be had on application, and persons contemplating

the securing of patents, either at home or abroad, are in

vited to write to this office for prices, which are low. In

accordance with the times and our extensive facilities

for conducting the business. Address HUNN A CO.,

office Scientific American, 361 Broadway, New York.

INDEX OF INVENTIONS

For which Letters Patent of the

United States were Granted,

May 25, 1886,

AND EACH BEARING THAT DATE.

[See note at end of list about copies of these patents.]

Addressing machine, K. Morgan 312,875

Advertising apparatus, C. A. Shattuck 342,645

Air 'or gas, depositing solid particles suspended

In, A. O. Walker 342.548

Alarm. See Burglar alarm. Prison, vault, and

safe alarm.

Aluminous compounds, making neutral, F. P.

Harned 342,598

Ammonium bichromate, manufacturing, W.

81mon 342,647

Auger, earth, 11. & 1,. Iwan 842.516

Automatic switch. Purvlance A Hills S42,~60

Awning, C. Bernhardt 342,568

Axle boxes, dust shield for car. Flower A Ross.... 342,742

Axle Journal bearing, car, G. W. Fulmer 342,436

Bag. See Feed bag. Paper bag.

Bar. See Grate bar.

Barber and dental chair, G. W. Archer 342,724

Barns, gable or loft door for, J. H. Morgan, Jr 342.374

Barrels, manufacturing veneer, J. it. Allgtrc 342,672

Basins, etc, plug for stationary wash, J. W.

He id 312,538

Bed bottom. J. Shepherd 342,545

Bedstead, folding, L. K. Morrison 342.756

Bedstead for Invalids and others. C. Weber 342.551

Beer apparatus, G. E. Collins 342.7&J

Beer forcing apparatus, W. F. Class 342,329

Bellows. J. F. Dodge 342,885

Billiard table leveler, J. F. Conley 342.331

Binder. See Grain binder.

Bitbrace, ratchet, J. A. Bolen 342,727

Blackboard, flexible, F. Russell 342,762

Blast furnace. W. H. Rosewarne 342,468

Blasting rock, J. L. L. Knox 842.366

Blind, shutter, or screen, sliding, B. D. Stevens... 342,715

Board. See Blackboard.

Bobbin. G. E. Grimm 342,437

Boiler. See Steam boiler.

Boiler feeder, C. K. McGehee 312,528

Boiler furnace, 8. Fiske 342,434

Book pull and label, G.D. Tolman 342.767

Boot cleaner, P. A. Scovel 342.612

Boot or shoe, L. C. Kenton 342,752

Boots and legs for long boots, manufacture of

tops for, J.A.ti.L Thierry 342,653

Boots or shoes, attaching outer soles to, A.

Seaver 842.711

Boots or shoes, trimming cutter for, W. Manley. . 342,371

Boring machine, J. Ernst 342,688

Bottle fastener, R. P. Pearson 342J83

Bottle stopper, C. Korthaus 312,519

Box. See Miner's combination box.

Brace. See Ratchet bit brace.

Bracelet, T. I. Smith 342,896

Bracket. See Shingling bracket.

Brake. See Car brake. Locomotive brake. Ve

hicle brake.

Brake, G. W. Piatt 342.460

Bretxels, machine for forming dough for. Banks

A Irwin 842,559

Brushes, holder for commutator, C. D. Jenney— 312,441

Bucket, paint and brusn, A. Dormltzer 342,431

Buckle. F. E. Randall 342,537

Buckle and neckwear band retAlner, J. A. Eahle-

man 342.740

Buggy top. Hagge A Sankey 342.746

Burglar alarm. Choi A Monnler 342.577

Button, R, Hormann 342,514

Button fastener, A. Hall . 842.586

Button fastener detaching implement, J. F.

Thayer 342.480

Cab. hansom. C. A. Reade 312.632

Cab, two-wheeled. Boon A Rles 312,674

Cable, compound electric, H. W. Llbbey 842.523

Can. See OH can.

Cans and boxes, manufacture of metal, De Ville-

roche A Chatelard 342,503

Cans, bottles, etc., reversible stopper for, F.J.

DeveraU 342,338

Car brake. H. J. Romberg 342,636

Car coupling, J. A. Brown 342,681

Car coupling, R. Jones 342.517

Car coupling, J. J. Kennedy 842,008

Car coupling, McKeen A Gaumer 342,703

Car coupling, Miner A Fore 842.625

Car coupling, B. B. Morgan 842.705

Car coupling. S. C. Murray 342,376

Car coupling, Ott A McKlniy 342,381

Car coupling, J. L. Safford 342,639

Car coupling. Westbrook A Cook 842,658

Car coupling link, J. Warren 342,656

Car, dumping, N. Marnell 342.526

Car wheel and axle. H. H. Watson 342.657

Cars, draw Iron for street, J. H. Whtteley

Cars, track sanding apparatus for street, Butler A

Hathaway 342.729

Carburetor, R. 8. Lawrence 842.445

Card rack, H. A. Blckford 342.316

Carving Implement, W. A. Ligon 342.617

Case. See Picket case.

Casting composition rollers for print its' use, ap

paratus for, L. K. Bingham 312,420

Chair. See Barber and dental chair.

Check rower, C. H. Gage 342.347

Chicken feeder, A. 8. Sherman 342.546

Chronograph, circuit testing. J. A. Tilden

Churn, J. H. Fox

Churn, J. Mcllwaln 342,622

Churn. A. Vasarhelyi 342,654

Churn, R. L. Wright 842.770

Churn, cream testing, D. W. Curtis

Cigarette machine. Floyd A McCrossln

Clamp. J. B. McRae

Clasp. P. L. Ross

Cleaner. See Boot cleaner. Flue cleaner.

Cloak, circular. J. M. Jacobs

Clocks and regulators, stem winding and setting

mechanlsm!for, J. Zelly 342,415

Clod crasher, Munday A Coon. 342,758

Clothes drier, J. J. Blsel 812,317

Clothes drier, H. Springer 342.172

Clothes tongs, B. I. Williams 342.414

Coloring matter from nltrophenetol. blue. C.

Dulsberg 342,432

Comb. See Curry comb.

Combination table. J. P. Farrell 342,343

Combing machines, apparatus for actuating dab

bing brushes for, Lister A Batty 342,701

Compound. A. A. Anlba 342,313

Compression roll for slasher dressers for cotton

warps, H. C. Lazelle 342,613

Confectionery, package for and method of pack

ing, J. R. Stout 342,473

Cooler. See Water cooler.

Copying and printing Instrument, Klrtley & Spur-

geon 342,610

Cotton chopper and cultivator, combined, A. Fle-

wellen. 8r 342.691

Cotton chopper, scraper, and cultivator combined,

W. H. Kates 342.342

Cotton gin. J. M. Cox 312,333

Coupling. See Car coupling. Hose and pipe

coupling. Thill coupling.

Cultivator, N. McLean 342.453

Cultivator, J. G. Tramp 342,401

Curry comb, A. L. Hlgley '■■ 342,512

Cutter. See Meat and vegetable cutter. Tube

cutter.

Dead centers, device for overcoming, 8. T.

Short ess 342.470

Dental vulcanlior, W. B. Mann 342,618

Deoxidizing and reducing Iron ores by means of

natural gas. process of, E. D. Kendall 342,607

Diaper, D. M. Baldwin 342,494

Dietetic compound, J. Carnrick .842,574, 342.575

Direct-acting engine, C. C. Worthlngton 342.689

Distilling ammonia, process of and apparatus for,

W. C. Wren 342,722

Distilling hydrocarbon oils, apparatus lor, R.

Dean 342.500

Divider, proportional, V. L. Ourdan 312,155

Door check, C. Cevor 312.126

Door hanger, sliding, C. C. Runyan 342,710

Doubling and twisting machine, S. Etchells 342,505

Draught equalizer. F. K. I .mixtion 342.612

Draw bench. C. A. Svensson 842.474

Drawers, method of strengthening, W. Mitchell.. 342,626

Dredging and ditching machines, conveyer for, T.

Z. Cole 342.583

Dredging machine, T. Z. Cole 342,732

Drier. See Clothes drier.

Drill. See Seed drill.

Electric and electro-magnetic machine, dynamo,

R. Klckemeyer .342,587. 342,588

Electric current Indicator, F. A. Swan 342,475

Electric lighting system, Ward A Jenks 342,519

Electro machine, dynamo. R. Eickemeyer 842.589

Electric signaling apparatus, W. J. Dudley 342.340

Electrical connecting device, E. H. Johnson 342.751

Electrical distribution, system of. J. W. Howell. . 312.718

Electrical distribution, system of, G. Westing-

house. Jr 342^62

Electro magnetic transmitter, J. T. Williams 312,666

Elevator. See Ice elevator. Water elevator.

Elliptical shapes.tmachlne for cutting. M. Hel-

bling 312,357

Engine. See Direct-acting engine. Steam en

gine. Traction engine.

Engines, link motion for. A. D. Bryce-Douglas ... 342,728

Engines, wheel for road, T. L. Avellng 312,314

Excavator, R. R. Osgood 842,454

Fabric, machine for waving strips of, G. A J. H.

Taylor 342,479

Fabric turfing Implement. J. F. Blake 342^569

Fabrics, apparatus for renovating. 8. L. Salomon. 342.541

Fan, I. A. Alllon 312.555

Fastening device. W. B. Coulter 312.332

Faucet. S. Glssinger 342,319

Faucet for bottles, vent, F. .Me A i die 312,450

Feather renovator, T. E. A E. W. H1U 342.513

Feed bag, H. L. Brown 342,680

Feed water regulator. Cook A Thoena 342.684

Fence, J. 8uydam 342.765

Fence, Iron, 8. Crowell 312,129

Fence, Iron, C. A. U>ckwood 312.369

Fence machine, wire, Macy A Gilbert 312.524

Fence post, G. W. A C. M. Kller 312,143

Fence post. 8. Melzler 342,373

Fence, wire and picket, N. H. McAllister 312,619

Fences, stay for wire, W. M. Clew 312,580

Fertilizer from tank waste, making a. K. A.

Becker 312,417

Fibrous plants and separating out the fibers, me-

chlnery for breaking. Raabe & Zlmmermann.. 342.631

Fibrous substances, treating vegetable, W. Marr.. 342,448

Filling cylinder, O. Zwletusch 342.771

Filter. B. T. Loom is 342.755

Filter, drive well, D. Wiser S42.G67

Filter, rain water, B. Llgget 342,616

Filtering chamber for public water supply, sub

merged, Thacher A Breymann 342.653

Firearm, breech-loading, R. 8. Chaffee 342,328

Firearm, breech-loading. T. Kelly 342.363

Firearm lock. C. E. Goodwin 342.509

Floor and wall coverings, etc, composition for, R.

F. Nennlnger 312.377

Floor and wall coverings, etc., manufacturing

composition for, R. F. Nennlnger 312.378

Flour packers, register for. G. 8. Walker 342,406

Flue cleaner. W. Strong 342.764

Foot covering, 8. B. Guernsey 342.438

Frame. See 'Noiseless slate frame. Saw frame.

Soap frame.

Fruit Jar, P. K. Reeves 342.384

Furnace. See Blast furnace. Boiler furnace.

Hot air furnace. Heating and puddling fur-
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Furnace for burning natural gas, W. J. Ward

Furnace fur 4team engines and other purposes. B.

Kales

Furnaces, lire door for, J. B. F. Herreshotr

Galley stick, compositor's, I-.. K. Johnson

Galvanic battery, K. M. Gardner

Galvanic battery. H. Walter

Garden, roof. C. C. Oilman

Garment supporter. S. Porter

Garment supporter. K. K. West

Gas burners, device for cleaning, J. H. Finch... .

Gas mains, pipe Joint for, G. Westlnghouse, Jr... .

Gate. See Hallway crossing gate.

Gearing, B. I). Whitney

Goaring. chain. C Bernhardt

Glass. Hatting and annealing oven for. T. A. Zel-

lers

Glass mould, Blair A Buttlor

Glass mould, H. Franz

Glassware, manufacture of ornamented. G. W.

Blair

Grain binder, C. T.ldren

Grate bar. etc., I. W. Swallow

Grate, lire, C. V. White

Grinding mill, roller. J. B. Allfree

Gun carriage. J. Vavasseur

Gun, spring, H. S. Belisle

Hame attachment. .I. Baker

Uarae fastener. W. H. Tillou

Ilaramock, G. E. Woodbury

Hanger. See Sliding door hanger.

Harvester reel, C. I,idren ..

Harvesters, grain wheel adjuster for, W. N.

Whlteley

Hay and cotton press. M. S. Coleman

Heater. See Portable heater.

Heating and puddling furnace, Hughes & Eynon .

Heel blank, spring. P. F. Raymond, 2d

Heel nailing machine, G. T. Demary

Hoof pnd, A. Marsh

Hook. See Safety hook.

Holdor. See Pillow sham bolder. Stamp or label

holder. Twine holder.

Hopple. W. H. Crittenden

Hones, ankle boot for, I). Curtis

Horseshoes, machine for manipulating, E. S.

Thurber

Hose and pipe coupling. W. J. McCoy

Hot air furnace. W. H. Thomas

Hub attaching device. E. Partridge

Huh. wheel. J. A. Schuler

Ice lowering apparatus, J. B. Fischer

Ice machine, J. Schuehle

Illuminating flames, automatic device for raising,

J. Bachner

Indicator. See Electric current indicator. Office

Indicator.

Induction coil. G. Westlnghouse. Jr

Injector. Jenks & Hart

Insulating and protecting electric wires and ca

bles. J. W. & F. K. Hoard

Iusulatlng support for electric wires, A. Brnndon.

Insulator, electric circuit wire, Bluke A Trlm-

nell

Iron. See Sad Iron.

Iron or steel, machine for splitting bars and

sheets of, C. M. Carnahun (r)

Jack. See Lifting Jack. Nailing Jack.

Jar. See Fruit Jar.

Jar tops, fastener for. H. Hcmlngray

Journal box bearing, antl-frlctlon, A. M. Welling-

342,487

3<2..r>90

842.511

342,442

342,508

342.407

342,5%

342,708

3*2,489

S42.592

342,650

.W2.0G4

342,5»r?

312,070

312,318

342,743

312.319

342,099

SI2.TIW

342,410

342,071

M2.403

342..V.-I

342.720

S42.547

.«2,fitiS

342,700

342.CKS

342,427

342,749

342,401

312.501

342,449

342.334

.342,4.10

312,400

312.527

442 339

Stt.IS.iO

312.041

342.4:13

342.543

342,492

342,553

342,604

342.094

312,324

.112,320

10,7211

tun

Justifying machine. R. I.. Kimberly

Key fastener, J. E. Whldden

Kiln. See Lime kiln.

Knife. A. E. Johnson

Knitting machine, C. E. Drew

Knitting machine needle. J. C. Rgly

Lacing hooks, machine for making shoe, J. E.

Cilsp

312,602

342.488

*42,3.H

312,554

342,697

342,339

842,739

342.735

Ladder, fireman's extension. H. Cremar

Lamp, F. Khind

I,amp. center draught. Z. Davis

Lamp support, adjustable bracket. E. L. Smith....

Lifting Jack. F A. Brandenburg

Lime kiln. C. D. Page

Liquids, method of packing. E. J. Salisbury

lading and unloading apparatus. D. C. Boyce....

Ixick. See Firearm lock. Nut lock.

I.ock, S. I,&ndgraf

Locomotive brake, M. A. Dees

Log handling mechanism. W. J. Perkins

Ijooiu. W. Weaver

Looms, lease rod for, R. C. Irish

Lubricating mechanism for Journal boxes, J.

Walker

Lubricator, T. Holland

Lubricator. F. W. KranU

Lubricator for loose pulleys, etc., Byrne A

Koslol

Magneto-electric and electro magnetic machine,

R. Elckemeyer

Mainspring winder. C. Guiltier!

Matches, apparatus for the manufacture of, G. A.

Sweetser

Mea* and vegetable cutter, K. P. Hand

Mechanical movement. J. Conway

Mechanical movement, W. Weaver

Metronome, pocket, G. Lehr

Mill. See Pulverizing mill. Roller mill. Roller

Grinding mill. Windmill.

Miners' combination box. J. H. Klrby

Mining machine. B. A. I,egg

Mining machine. H.J. Richards

Mould. See Glass mould. Sad Iron mould.

Motion, device for converting, P. Delssler

Motor. See Steam motor.

Nailing Jack, J. Clark

Nut drilling and tapping machine, Barnes A

Blakesley

Nut lock. O. L. Costlo

Nut lock. C. W. Smart

Office indicator, K. J. Seabury

Oil can. T. C. Booth

Oils and analogous oils, treating cotton seed.

Grant A Mason

Oiler, automatic. J. S. Hall

Optometer, Clark A King

Ore concentrator, W. A. Frank

Ore separator, K. F"ox

Ores, separating metals from tbelr. M. Birming

ham

Oven light. F. II. Van Honten

Packing, piston rod. G. W. Scheulng

Pad. See Hoof pad.

Pamphlets, magazines, or sheets, adjustable

rover for holdllng, J. K. Brlggs

Paper bag. W. A. I^ireni

Paper fastener. F. H. Richards

Paper making machines, Kip for suction boxes of.

C. J. Bradbury

Paper, manufacture of. K. Beck

ir, Gould A Cook

312,685

342.«t3

342,584

342.130

342,323

342.IW.)

312.540

312,424

342.611

342.585

342.536

342.408

342.603

3)2.486

812,358

312,753

342,425

342,504

312,745

312,398

3(2.353

342.731

312.409

342.446

342.865

342.614

312.635

342,586

S12.57J

S42.496

342.327

842.648

3tt.SO

812.571

342.692

342,510

342.683

842.4.15

8(2,741

342.422

342.769

342.391

8(2.3211

842.754

342.634

342.497

Petroleum, apparatus for refining crude. G. L.

Benton 342,56

Petroleum oil, refining crude, G. L. Benton 3(2,564

Phosphate rock, etc., means for drying, F.

Brotherhood 342.678

Photographic shutter, G. F. Green 342,693

Pick, A. T. Moata 342,704

Pile, box, R. H. Ltbby $42,447

Pills. etc., muchine for making, C. H. Stltuson, Jr. 342,717

Pillow sham holder, Vaiette & Cady $12,1155

Pin for neckwear, retaining, W. H. Hart, Jr 342,355

Pitman rod connection, J. F. Steward 342,716

Plant and tree protector, D. H. Cole 312.582

Plant stand, swinging. E. Swartwout 312,476

Planter, corn, G. It. Hayes 812,601

Planter, potato, L. A. Asplnwall 342,491

Plow, C. 11. Sawyer 812,3*

Plow. M. R. Vinson 342,483

Plow, sulky. G. Ross 342,637

Plows to running gear, sulky plow device for at

taching. C. N. Severance 342.469

Polishing tool, W. E. Badger S42.4K)

Pool ball rack, C. B. Bralnard 342.676

Portable heater. C. T. Schoen 312.640

Post. See Fence post.

Pot cover, W. C. Nye 342.706

Pots, etc., cover for, W. C. Nye 342,379

Potash, manufacture of bichromate of, W.

Simon 342.616

Precious metals from ores, apparatus for the

treatment of und extraction of, D. W. Birm

ingham $42,421

Preserving fruits, apparatus for. W. A. Wicks ... 842,412

Preserving fruits, vegetables, etc., W. A. Wicks.. 342,413

Press. See Hay and cotton press.

Prison, vault, and safe alarm, J. W. Ruenzl 3(2.709

Propeller for vessels. W. L. Bovyer $4X572

Pulp grinder, wood, J. D. Powers $12,759

Pulp, machine for forming hollowartlclcs from.

M. L. Keyes $12,009

Pulverizer, L. Findley 342,59$

Pulverizing mill, R. Forbes-. $42,506

Pump, cattle, J. A. Newman $12,627

Pump, centrifugal, J. M. A una 342,728

Pump, force. H. Q. Hood 342,696

Pump, storage air, W. F. Stark 342,714

Rack. See Card rack. Pool ball rack.

Rag cleaning machine. E. M. Scott 342,392

Railway and car. nerial, A. J. Morrison 342,757

Railway, cable. H. M. Lane .. 312,368

Railway crossing gate, Farrar A Mills 342,689

Railway crossings, pneumatic signal for, B. C.

Vanduzen 342,720

Railway signaling, W. C. Crandell, Jr 342,499

Railway structure, elevated, J. H. Pendleton 342.459

Railway switch. Duff A Wood 312,687

Railways, tension apparatus for cable, H. M.

Lane 312,867

Reel. See Harvester reel.

Refrigerator car. Berg A Anderson $42,419

Refrigerator drip pipes, trap for, R. Joyce 342,518

Registering device. L. I,. Sagendorph 3(2,388

Regulator, see Feed water regulator.

Revolver. G. H. Fox : 3(2.507

Rock drilling machine, .1. Jennings $(2,605

Rods, device for cutting, C. F. Stackpole 342.712

Roller mill, G. W. Combs... 3(2.498

Rotary steam engine, L. N. Begin ;>42,562

Ruling machine, engraver's, T. A. Richards 342.464

Sad Iron, Lehmnnn A Nye 342.615

Sad Iron mould. P. Lyon, Jr 312.370

Safety hook, C. E. Carr 342,730

Saw, W. J. Perkins 342.535

Saw frame, A. M. Barber 3(2.560

Sawmill, band, E. C. Atkins 312,416

Sawmill dog, E. D. Johnson 312.361

Sawing machine, tubular, J. H. Whltuker 342.661

Screw cutting machine, E. Landelle 312.520

Secondary battery. W. H. Remington 3(2.385

Seed drill, J. M. LeValley 342,522

Separator. See Ore separator.

Sewing machine buttonhole attachment, E. O.

Bennett $42,418

Sewtng machine buttonhole attachment, J. W.

Blodgett 342,321

Sowing machine cover, N. A. Hull $(2,515

Shaft hanger attachment, J. Walker $12.4S5

Shaft, sleigh, L. *'. Lcibfrled 342,521

Shears, G. W. Orahood $12,350

Sheet metal, expansible elbow. 17. A. Ritchie 312,465

Sheet metal, machine for corrugating, L.X. Sagen

dorph SI2.3S7

Shell for detonating caps, G. Bloem .342,423

Shingle sawing machine, W. J. Perkins 342.534

Shingling bracket, W. H. Smerdon 342,649

Shoe or boot, E. I. Brown $42,679

Shoe, gloves, etc., fastener for. F. F. Meeker 342.372

Shutter, I. Paine $12,156

Shutter worker. D. W. Gelb $(2,348

Sifter, ash, E. Stammer 342,713

Sifter for flour, etc., J. Goldstein ^. 342.597

Sink connection, J. D. McEntee $12,452

Sink, kitchen, W. S. Neuenschwauder 312,531

Sknte. C. L. Pierce 342.457, 342.(58

Slate frame, noiseless. R. M. McDowell 342.621

Soap frame. B. T. Babbitt 842,558

Soda, manufacture of bichromate of, W. J. Chrys-

tal 342,

Soldering machines, automatic flux feeding at

tachment for, G. T. Pillings

Soundings, apparatus for recording, Haagensen

A Sonne

Sowing machine, broadcast grain, W. Sharkey

Spark arrester, J. C. Albrccht

Speed governor, R. McKenna

Spinning machines, spindle bolster, for, J. D.

Colby

Spring. See Vehicle spring.

Stamp, band. A. D. Josltn

Stamp or label holder, molstener, and afflxer, T.

A. McDonald

Stanchion, cattle. N. n. Sanborn

Stand. See Plant stand. Swinging plant stand.

Switch stand.

Staple fastener, F. A. Smith, Jr

Steamboat paddlewheels, bucket for, Trulllnger

A Scott

Steam boiler. Dunn A Sldwell.!

Steam boiler. S. C. Hlgglns

Steam boiler, G. Marshall

Steam engine. D. L. Cross

Steam generator, W. Sellers

Steam motor, G. Wood

Stone sawing machines, sand feeding mechanism

for, R. L. Barney

Stopper. See Botlle stopper.

Storage battery. C. D. P. Gibson

Storo service apparatus. B. C. Algle

Store service apparatus, S. G. North

Street sweeper, D. E. Grove

Striping Instrument. J. Wade

Sugar and salt, apparatus for tbe manufacture of,

4. A. COOk

;;r:.:;<;

Sugar, manufacture of effervescent, H. Michaelis. 342,624

Switch. See Automatic switch. Railway switch.

Switch stand, J. Brahu 342,322

Switches, signals, etc., mechanism for operating

long distance, J. W. Henderson 342,439

Table. See Combination table.

Target trap and flying target, B. Teipel 3(2.718

Teaching fractions. E. Southworth 342,651

Teaching spelling, kindergarten apparatus for, T.

Dougherty 312.737

Telegraphic relay, S. A. Chase 812,576

Telephone, mechanical, G. F. Shaver 312,395

Telephones, auxiliary mouth piece for, N. A. Tan

ner 342.477

Telephones, conductor for mechanical, H. Sellg-

man 842,468

Thill coupling. Romans A Peregrine 842.539

Thill support, W. Hervey 842,440

Ticket case. J. M. Harper $42,354

Tile, garden. L. S. Flatau 342,690

Tires, apparatus for heating, G. Meyers 342.580

Tobacco curing barn, Farrar A Thornton 342,591

Toe weight, R. G. Wilcox 342.665

Tongs, grape. A. L. Edwards 3(2.311

Tooth crown, artificial, M. Rynear 342.761

Toy or game. L. Brandt 342,677

Track clearer, L. J. Bergendahl 342,566

Traction engine. G. T. Glover 342.596

Traction wheel, Kelly A Dieter 342,006

Trap. See Target trap.

Traveling bags, sheet metal handle for, R. C.

Jcnklnson 312,800

Tree and plant setting machine, W. A F. G. Zim

merman 8(2,490

Truck for elevated railways, car, F. A. Bartholo

mew 342,678

Trunk catch, T. A. Dennis 342.502

Trunks. mechanlBm for hinging and locking lids

of. Vollrath A Hogan $42,404

Tube cutter, N. Bond $42,570

Tube expander. J. Hartley .... 842,356

Turning ornamental forms and figures in wood,

apparatus for, C. P. Seymour 342,394

Twine holder and cutter, combined, M. H.

O'Brien 342,532

Type smoothing machine, F. Russell 342,386

Type writing machines, copy holder for, A. 8.

Pattlson .' 342,707

Type writing machines, spacing escapement for,

W. A. Hall $12,352

Type writing machines, word counter for, T. I.

Daniel $12,337

Valve, balanced, 1,. Kneedler 842,444

Valve, balanced slide, J. W. Stokes 842.7C3

Valve, slide, Z. T. Reno $42,633

Valve, straight-way, W. Scott 342.542

Valve, syringe, C. A. Tatum $42,478

Van. passenger. C. G. Canfleld 842.573

Vase, flower, E. 1. Braddock 342,675

Vehicle brake, D. Tufts 342,482

Vehicle platform gear. T. H. Holman $42,695

Vehicle spring, E. Cliff $(2,731

Vehicle spring, S. Hunt 342,740

Vehicles, spring coupling for, H. W. Pell 342,533

Velocipede. A. W. McClure 842.620

Velocipede, C. T. Ryland. Jr $42,467

Vise, saw holding. S. Y. Kittle 342,698

Wagon bed stay. J. R. Wharry 342,660

Wagon brake lever, T. Urle 8(2,719

Water, appliance for moving, raising, and sup

plying, .1. A. Wakefield 342,405

Water closets, apparatus governed by electricity

for flushing. A. A. Barker 342,495

Water cooler. T. C. Smith 842,397

Water cooler and refrigerator, combined, J. D.

Colony 342,380

Water elevator. L. A. Brtgel 342,325

Waterproof covering for roofs, etc., material ap

plicable as a, A. Ford 842.846

Waxed end. W. B. Arnold 842,725

Weigher and register, grain, J. Hawk 342,600

Weigher, automatic grain, W. Vanderveer 3(2.402

Weigher, automatic grain. C. J. Wlborg $42,411

Weighing and Indicating apparatus, T. H. Ward. . 342,550

Wells, tube clamp for artesian, H. C. Relchardt.. . $(2,462

Wheel. See Car wheel. Traction wheel.

Windmill. J. W. Currle 342,786

Wire spooling machine. G. W. Malln 342,702

Wire stretcher. W. Creed 342,428

Wrench, H. G. Sellman 3(2,643

Inside Page, each insertion - - - 75 cent* a line.
Unck Page, each inaerilon — - 91.OO it line.

The above are charges per agate line—about eight
words per line. This notice shows the width of the line,
and is set in agate type. Engravings mav head adver
tisements at the same rate per agate line, by measure
ment, as the letter press. Advertisements must be
received at publication office as early as Thursday morn
ing to appear in next Issue.

RUBBER ROOFING 

Costsonlyes.Kpersq. (10x10ft.) Last
• life timeon Steep or J- 1. "
iVf ly can apply if. II "
this

at roofs. Ready fur use. A*y~
lycanapply if. Illustrated hook Free if you mention
is paper* Write at once to 143 Duane 8t . >. Y. City.
IADIAJVA PAINTANDUOOFLVtl CO.,

SEBASTIAN, MAY &C0'S

Improved Sntw tatting

T A mTTW'00**

llillUJaWPower

Drill Presses, Chucks, Drills,
Dogs, and machinists' and ama
teurs* outfits. Lathes on trial.
Catalogues mailed on application
165 W. 2d SU, Cincinnati. O

REMOVAL OP SEWAGE.—BY^VY. H.
White, C E.—The five metbods in use In Europe, and
their re'ative values. Contained In Rci kntific Ameri
can Ptjpplkmknt, No. .VJ7. Price 10 cent. To be had
at this office and from alt newsdealers.
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List s sent .
' N.Y. Machinery Dep

Bridge Store
.nkfoiI Frankfort Street,

■erv Depot,
re No. 16.
'.reel, N. T.

STAMPED METAIi GOODS,
and other Articles in Brass and other Metals (the Dies
and Tools for making same). Patent Novelties. Klectrl-
cal Inventions, Special Machinery, Castings, Ac. Manu
factured to order by M. MARTIN, Manufacturer.

P. O. Box 285. New Brunswick, N. J.

DESIGNS.

Badge. J. T. Mullen 18,711

Bed frame, folding, 8. 8. Burr 16.707

Bottle, J. T. Underwood 16,712

Comb, F. V. Jones 16,710

Dish, T. Davis 16,708

Rug, R. P. Hemming 16,708

342.351

342,644

342.556

3(2.123

342.581

3(2,362

342.(51

3(2,389

312,471

3(2,768

342,738

8(2.7(7

342.525

3(2,335

342,544

342,721

342,561

342,557

312.628

S42.744

3(2,484

TRADE MARKS.

Boot* and shoes, certain. Sharp, Clarke & Co

Bronze In Ingots and wire and castings, phosphor,

Phosphor Bronze Company

Canned flsh or salmon, Knappton Packing Com

pany

Coffee. W. H. Milnor & Co

Compound for the treatment of piles, W. Gilford. .

Compound of herbs, barks, and roots for the cure

of consumption, bronchitis, asthma, etc.,

Groverft Diamond

Commeal. Indian. Hillhouse & Day

Glassware and fancy glass articles having colors

shading into each other, F. 8. Shirley

Gum, chewing, C. T. Heisel

Mineral waters and effervescing beverages, J.

Graf

Silk goods, silk threads, twist*, and yarns of all

kinds. Unicorn Silk Manufacturing Company...

Silverware or imitation silverware. Holmes & Ed

wards Silver Company

Table wares of silver. German silver, and plated or

Imitation silver, fiat and hollow. Holmes & fid-

wards Sliver Company

Tea, Oolong, H. W. Banks * Co

Tonic beverages, J. C. Gilbert

THE RESOURCES OF ALASKA.—AN
Interesting paper by Frederick Sehwatka. Timber
lands. Yellow cedar and Its vnlue. The salmon indus
try and salmon canneries. Whale fishery. Scenery of
Southeastern A It* ska. The fur industry. Mineral re
sources. Agriculture. Contained in Scientific Ameri
can Supflkmknt, No. 406. Price 10 cents. To be
had at this office and from all newsdealers.

 

PORTABLE BRIDGES. — DESCRIP-
tion of a novel system of portable bridges devised by
Mr. Alfred Cottrau, of Naples. Illustrated with 14 en
gravings. Contained tn Scientific American srr-
plement. No. 4HU, Price 10 cents. To be had at this
office and from all newsdealers.

 

Kaestner Friction Uuki

FOB

Gearingr, Pulley*,

OB '

COUPLINGS.

CHAS. KAESTN FH Sc CO.,

Boltdrri of General and Sp»-
cisl Marbittery.

SOS-Rll A. Canal Street,
S«nd for CsUlogae-Cbtrafr*, 111.

THE DESIGNING (IK ORDINARY
IKON HIGHWAY IIHinGES.

lllustruted liy Numerous Engravings and 7 Folding Plates.
Showing Bridges ActuallylConstructed, and Giving Their
Dimensions; alto containing 42 Tables. Price, $4.00. By
J. A. L. WAriT»:l.l„ C.E.. B.A.Sc, Ma.E. Tbe very com
plete Index will prove of great convenience to both
students and engineers, using the work a* a book of ref
erence. Address, MUNN & CO., 361 Broadway, New Tore.

FRICTION CLUTCH

Pulleysand Cut-offCouplings.

JAS. HUNTER A SON. North Adams. Mass.

SANITARY EXAMINATION OFDR1NK-
ing Water,—By Prof. E. R. Angell. The odor of water
and how to detect it. Tests and their app icationa.
Nitrates and Nitrites. Lead and iron. Test for lead.
Tests for organic mutter. A valuable paper. Contained
In Scientific American- Supplement. No. 4tf4.
Price 10 cents. To be had at this office and frosa all
newsdealers.

 

18,331

13.329

13,340

13.334

13,32ft

13,328

A printed copy of tbe specification and drawing of

any patent in tbe foregoing list, also of any patent

Issued since IfifW, will be furnished from this office for 25

cents. In ordering please state the number and date

of the patent desired, and remit to Munn & Co.. 301

Broadway, New York. We also furnish copies of patents

granted prior to lStffi: but at Increased cost, as the

specification!, not being printed, must be copied by

hand.

Cnnndlnn Patents may now be obtained by the

Inventors for any of the inventions named la tbe fore

going list, at a cost of $40 each. For full Instruction

address Munn & Co., 361 Broadway, New York. Other

foreign patents may also be obtained.

SLATE ROOF COVERINGS.-BYJOHN
Slater. Characteristics of good slate, sixes of slate, lay
Jng slate. Contained In scrr.NT.Fic American Suppik-
mknt No. 4»8. Price 10 cents. To be had at this
office and from all newsdealers.

PERFECT

NEWSPAPER FILE

The Koch Patent File, for preservtne newspapers,
magazines, and pamphlets, hits been recently Improved
and prico reduced, subscribers to the Scientific Am
erican and Scikntific American SnppLEMENTcan be
supplied for the low price of $1.50 by mall, or $1.25 at the
office of this paper Heavy board sides; inscription
"SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN," in gilt. Necessary for
every one who wishes to preserve the paper.
Address

MXJNN & CO.,

Publishers Scnt rrmc America>r.
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Joshua Rose's Great Treatise on

Steam Engines.

Just Published.

Modern Steam Engines.

An elementary treatise upon the Steam Engine, written
In plain language, for use in the workshop as well as in
the drawing office ; giving full explanations of the con
struction of modern Steam Engines, including diagrams
showing their actual operation ; together with complete
but simple explanations of the operations of various
kinds or valves, valve motions. Jink motions, etc., there
by enabling ihe ordinary engineer to clearly understand
the principles involved in their construction and use,
and to plot out their movements upon the drawing
hoard. Ry Joshua Rose, M. K., author of "The Com
plete Practical Machinist." Illustrated by 423 enirrav-
Ines. In one volume, quarto. .12U pages. Price $6.00, /ree
of postage to any address in the world.

ZWAn Ulust rated circular 8 pages, 4fo, giving the con

tents of this remarkable book, vHU be sent free to any one

who wHl furnish his address.

HENRY CAREY BAIRD <% CO.,

Industrial Pctbmshers, Booksellers k Importers

81 U Walnut Street, Philadelphia, Fn„ U. 8.A.

HASWELL'S

Engineers'

Pocket-Book.

NEW EDITION,

Enlarged and Entirely Rewritten.

FROM NEW ELECTROTYPE PUTES.

Mechanics' and Engineers' Pocket-Book of Tables, Rules,

. and Formulas pertaining to Mechanics, Mathematics,

and Physics, including Areas, Squares, Cubes, and

Roots, &c„ logarithms, Steam and the Steam-Engine,

Naval Architecture, Masonry, Steam Vessels, Mills,

Ac; Limes, Mortars, Cements, Ac; Orthography of

Technical Words and Terms, Ac, Ac. Forty-fifth Edi

tion, Revised and Enlarged. By CHARLES H. Has-

wxll. Civil, Marine, and Mechanical Engineer, Mem

ber of American Society of Civil Engineers, Engineers'

Club of Philadelphia. N.Y., Academy of Sciences, Insti

tution of Naval Architects, England. Ac. Pages xxx.,

aw. 12mo. Leather, Pocket-Book Form, . $4.00

Sent prepaid to any address on receipt of the price. Ad

dress

MUNN c% CO., 36 I Broadway, New York.

Our catalogue of books sent free to any address.

 

L,?fSHORT ™,',TEWAv

Address: The American Writing
Machine Co., Hartford, Conn.;'

New York Office, 237 Broadway.

FOREIGN PATENTS.

Their Cost Reduced.

The expenses attending the procuring of patents In

most foreign countries having been considerably re

duced the obstacle of cost is no longer in the way of a

large proportion of our Inventors patenting their inven

tions abroad

C'A N A IM .—The cost of a patent in Canada is even

less than the cost of a United States patent, and the

former includes the Provinces of Ontario. Quebec, New

Brunswick, Nova Scotia, British Columbia, and Mani

toba.

The number of our patentees who avail themselves of

the cheap and easy method now offered for obtaining

patents In Canada is very large, and Is steadily Increas

ing.

KNC I, \NI).—The new English law, which went into

force on Jan. 1st. 1885, enab es parties to secure patents

in Great Britain <>n very moderate terms. ABritish pa

tent Includes England, Scotland, Wales, Ireland and the

Channel Islands. Great Britain is the acknowledged

financial and commercial center of the world, and her

goods are sent to every quarter of the globe. A good

Invention is like y to realize as much for the patentee

lit England as his United States patent produces for

him at h<"ue. and the £mall cost now renders it possible

for almost every patentee in this country to secure a pa

tent In Great Brltaiu, where his rights are as well pro

tected as in the United States.

OTHER COUNTRIES.—Patents are also obtained

on very reasonable terms In France. Belgium, Germany.

Austria, Russia. Italy. Spain (the latter Includes Cuba

and all the other Spanish Colonies), Brazil, British India,

Australia, and the other British Colonies.

An experience of forty yeara has enabled the

publishers of The Scientific American to establish

competent and trustworthy agencies in all the principal

foreign countries, and P. has always been their aim to

have the business of the(r clients promptly and proper

ly done and their interests faithfully guarded.

A pamphlet containing a synopsis of the patent laws

of all countries, including the cost for each, and othe

information useful to persons contemplating the pro

curing of patents abroad, may be had on application to

this office.

M TN N dfc rou Editors and Proprietors of The Sci

entific American', cordially invite all persoDS desiring
any information relative to patents, or the registry of

trade-marks. In this country or abroad, to call at their

offices. H6I Broadway. Examination of inventions, con

sultation, and advice free. Inquiries by mail promptly

MUNN «fc CO.,

Publishers and Patent Solicitors.

an Broadway, New York.

BitAvcn Offices: No. 622 and 624 F Street, Pacific

Buildiag, near 7th Street, Washington, D. C.

 

HARRISON CONVEYOR!

Grain. Goal, Sand, Clay, Tar. Bark, Cinders, Ores, Seeds, &c.

,J Chicago, IIISSSSS.\ BORDEN, SELLECK & C0.,{

For
Handling

Solo
ManuTers

ICE. REFRIGERATING

and Ventilating Machines
Jar-mans Patent. YORK
WFti. CO., York, Pa.

 
ROCK BREAKERS AND ORE CRUSHERS.

We manufacture and supply at short notice and lowest rates, Stone and Ore ( rushers con
taining the invention described in Letters Patent, issued to Eli W.Blake June 15th. 185*, togeth
er with Nr- w ant> Valuable Improvements, for which Letters Patent were granted May 11th
and July xtlth, 1^0. to Mr. 8. L. Marsden All Crushers supplied by us are constructed under
the superintendence nf Mr. Marsden, who, for the past twenty years, has been connected with
the manufacture of make Crushers in this country and England.

KAHRKL FOUNDRY AND MACHINE CO., lUniiufrs., Ansoniii, Conn.
COl'EI.ANO *fc 15ACON. Agent*. New York.

EVOLUTION; THE LATEST AD-
vances of the Doctrine of Evolution. By E. Cope and
W. H. Ballou.—Present status of the theory. Mr.
Darwin's views. Beginnings of structures and origin of
them, adaptation of means to ends. Everyday phe
nomena, contained in Scientific American sup-ontained

office and from
PIjnnt No.iilt* Price 10 cents. To be had at this

all newsdealers.

POINTERS for CMn of Steam Pomps.

Tan Dozen's Potent Steam Pump
i Hot or Cold. J ,

Can Pump i Sandy or Impure - TrmHent
( Wateror Liquids. ) ismclGnl-

Has no moving parts, consequently no
wear, no repairs no trouble. Purchasers
assume no risks, as wc guarantee every
Pump. Above comparison with Jet
Pumps, Ejectors, etc.. made of Iron.
Demand this Pump of your dealer and
take no cheap substitute. W e make Ten

Sizes. Prices from $7 to $75. Capacities from 100 to
20.000 gallons per hour. State for what purpose wanted
and send for Catalogue of *' Pumps."

VAN ill /K\ <fc TIFT, Cincinnnti, O.

 

ADDRESS OF PROF. T. H. HUXLEY
on resigning the Presidency of the Royal Society, Nov.
30, 1885, Results of the rapid progress of science. ln-
fluence on the moral, social and political relations of
man. What should be done for the advancement of
science. Contained in Scientific American 8up-
plemknt, .No. 5*-£7. Price 10 cents. To be had at this
office and from all newsdealers.

The only Real Treatise on the Subject.

The Windmill as a Prime Mover.

Comprehending everything of value relating to Wind
mills, their Use, Design, Construction, etc. With
many flne illustrations. By A. R. Wolff, M.E., Con
sulting Engineer. 8vo, cloth, . . , $3.00
MaUedprtpaid on the receipt of the price. Address

MUNN Sl CO., 361 Broadway, New York.

TESTS OF CEMENT.—REPORT OP
the committee on a uniform test for cement. Cement
tests. Fineness, checking or cracking. Tests recom
mended, mixing, etc., setting, sampling, sieves, moulds,
machines, with 3 figures. Contained in Scikntific
Ameuican Supplemknt, No. ■rJti. Price 10 cents.
To be had at thisotilce and from all newsdea;ers.

I
-^iV^i2i__t^'*l_1C0MPACTH0M0GENtClUSit. 1 iCOMFWCT HOM06EMEOUS

' Y 4^Bmmmm^^l e= ASBESTOSES

SIZEli'V'JEWEIiERSCHEMISTJMWEKAliOSIITS
\i*V.iy/- A58E5JT]Sc„,»i •'Mt.mH

up ^HECHM,Mj:H£SFENCECo.

UNILATERAL HALLUCINATIONS.—A

paper by Dr. W. A. Hammond, treating of the unilateral
hallucinations of sight and hearing. Contained In
Scientific American Stjpplkment. No. Price
10 cents. To be had at this office and from all news
dealers.

Telegraph and Electrical

SUPPLIES
Medical Batteries. Inventors' Jttodela, Experi
mental Work, and fine brass castings. Send for
cataloguer. E.JO>'i:.SA- ItKO. Cincinnati, O.
It li important to us thai you mention tins paper.

COPPER WIRE ; HOW DRAWN.—AN
interesting description of the process of drawing copper
wire as practiced at the celebrated works of Mouchel, at
A 11 be. Boisthorel, and Tlllieres, France. Illustrated
with 5 engravings. Contained in Sci kntipic American
Supplement, No. 4 7 1 . Price 10 cents. To be had at
this office and fro™1 ftl1 n*»w«rt»»i«r»

VOLNEY W. MASON & CO..

FRICTION FDLLEYS CLDTCHES aid ELEVATORS

Pit Ol II) I N( P. K. I.

PRESERVATION OF TIMBER.—RE-
port of the Committee of the American Society of Civil
Knglneers on the preservation of timber. Presented
June 25, 1885. Preserving processes, kyanizlng, and
results, burnetticing, creosoting. boucherie, decay of
timber. Selection of preserving process, modes of ap
plication. Will it pay? Contained in Scientific
American Spppi I'MEnt, Nos. flit, 8 1 S« B 1 4. and
517. Price 10 cents each, or 40 cents for the series. To
be had at this office and from all newsdealers.

EV
Fnl
ami

VAPORATMB FRUIT
Full treatise «» Improved method*, jMfe proflU

amerW!/AKU0kS.o1vv.

ESSENTIAL ELEMENTS OF PLANTS.
— A paper by Thos. Jam leson. discussing the question
whether the reduction in the number of the chemical
essentials of plants has reached its final limit, and
presenting experiments to show that a further reduc
tion seems demanded. Contained in Scientific Ameri
ca s Si'i'PLem nt, No. S!i4. Price 10 cents. To be
had at this office and from all newsdealers.

PATENT 3-*0n BAIjE

1 am unfortunately compelled to sell the right of Patent
Siding ttauge No. 3U.134, Patented March 17, 1885, for the
United States of America. Florida. Kentucky, and Illi
nois excepted. Mint n il at some price before July 21st.
Send propositions to J. H. JENKINS, Thomasvllle, Ua.

CONSTRUCTION OP STABLES. — A
paper by A. W. Wright, describing a model stable Just
finished for the North Chicago ell y Railway. Contained
in ScrxNTinc American Si—
Price 10 cents. To be had at
newsdealers.

MENTAL CONTAGION IN INEBRIE-
ty; an interesting psychological study.—lly T. T).
Crothers. M.D.. Contained in Scikntific American
Stppl.emknt, No. 474. Price 10 cents. To be had at
this office and from all newsdealers. The same number
contains a paper by T. L. Wright. M.D., on The Property
of Alcohol which Allures the Neurotic to Drink.

f 7,^1 ICHT&S LACK BARRELMACH lWmf

m 1 ViU A SPECIALTY B^- ^l

m JOHN GREENWOOD &CO.
ROCHESTER N.Y.

A TREATISK ON STEAM BOILKK IV Rl S I A NO'S

and Methods for Preventing Corrosion and the Forma
tion of Scale, Including Methods for Determining the
Constituents and a Description of Dr. Clark's Soap Test
for Determining the Degree of Hardness of Water; the
Effects of Rain, Kiver, Well, and Sea Waters on Steam
Boilers; Compounds and Apparatus for Purifying, Soft
ening. Htmting, Filtering, Spraying, and Separating For
eign Matter with from Mine, River, Well, and other Wa
ters; Apparatus for Feeding Chemicals with the Water
to Steam Boilers, and for Economizing In the Quantity
of Water Consumed for Generating Steam in Places
where the Supply of Water is Limited ; Devices for Re
moving the Mud and Sediment and for Blowing off the
Less Crystalline Substances and Salt from Steam Boil
ers ; Including also a Description of Compounds for Soft
ening Incrustations and Methods Claimed as Preven
tives to the Incrustation and Corrosion of Land and
Mar ne Steam Boilers ; also a Complete List of ail Amer
ican Patents Issued bv the Government of the United
States from 1790 to July L 1884, for Compounds and Me
chanical Devices for Purifying Water and for Prevent
ing the Incrustation of Steam Boilers. Illustrated hy
sixty-five engravings. By Charles Thomas Davis, author
of " A Practical Treatise on the Manufacture of Bricks,
Tiles, Terra-Cotta," etc. Price $2.00. A catalogue of
books sent to all who will apply. Address MUNN & Co.,
;i61 Broadway, New York City.

BEFORE YOU BUY A BICYCLE
or anykind.send sUmpLo A. W. GUMP,
Dayton, Ohio, for large Illustrated Price

l i.i - r of new and Second-Hand Machines.
■^vSecond- hand BICYCLES taken in exchange.

ITCLES Repaired and Nickel Plated.

SCIENTIFIC METHOD IN MEGHAN-
leal Engineering.— A lecture by Prof. Coleman Sellers,
showing whitt part that systematic, scientific method
should play in the most ordinary mechanical occupa
tions. Contained in scientific American Sttpi-le-
mknt. No. ,V2:|. Price 10 cents. To be had this office
and from all newsdealers.
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JOHN T. NOTE

BUFFALO, I

List."

CO.,

r. -x-.

BOSTON SEWAGE WORKS.—A FULL
description of the system, accompanied with a map
showing the general arrangement, and discharge Into
the harbor, and with 26 engravings. Contained in
scientific Amekk an Supplement. No. 5*24. Price
10 cents. To be had at this office and from all news-

?|;xCrucibuSteei

MICRO-ORGANISMS OF POTABLE
Waters —a paper by Dr. T. Leone, showing that atmos
pheric oxygen Is not an element necessary for the In
crease of mlcrobla in potable waters, and that the car
bonic acid Is the sole agent that interferes with the life
of these orcanlsms in carbonic acid waters. Contained
in scientific ahekican Supplement. No. 0IM.
Price 10 cents. To be had at this office aud from all
newsdealers.

 
chartmamrm

CAS ENGINE.

Warranted equal to any in
Power and Economy, and Superi
or to all In Simplicity and Com
pactness. Gives an Impulse at
every Revolution.

EDcines nnd Pumps Combined.

Williams & Orton Mfg. Co..

stcoi mn |LLS.

New Catalogue of Valuable Papers

contained In Scientific Axekicax supplement, sent
free of charge to any address.

MUNN & CO.. 361 Broadway. M Y.

NEW YORK BELTING AND PACKING COMP'Y.

The old. >«i and Largest manufacturers of the Orlglnnl

SOLID VULCANITE

mery Wheels.

All other kinds Imltnllons nml Interior. Onrnamels stamped In full upon all our
standard IIEl.TINtJ. I'ACKINU, and BWHt, Address

Emery wheel. Wareho»»ei IB Park Row. opp. Astor Ho u so. New York.

J0d!ch'«k»BklSfS^DWas. branches: 308 Chestnut St-, Philiu, 167 Lake SU ChlcaKO, B Summer St., Boston.

 

NOVELTY ELECTRIC CO.

Finest line of Annunciators and Burglar Alarms In
the market at Lowest Prices,

Factory and Store, 5th and Locust Sts., Philadelphia.

 

CLARK'S DRYING. VENTI

LATING and EXHACST

Most Effective.

Prico List Free.

<JEO. I'. CI.AUK,

Windsor Locks, Conn. (Box L.)

 

A New Drill Chuck.

THE HARTFORD.

No. 1 holds 0 to ^ In. Price. S7.00.
No. 8 hold, 0 to % In. Price, $8.00.

tW It cannot be excelled. Address

THE CUSHttAH CHUCK CO.,

1 1 ;i rl ford, Conn.

Or anv dealer In machinists' Tools.

FUEL OF THE FUTURE.—BY
George Wardman. Historical notes on nntural pas.
Duration of the supply of natural eras. The economic
question connected with its use. Its advantages as a
fuel. Contained in Scientific amkhicav Supplk-
mknt. No. 4»T. Price 10 cents. To be had at this
office and from all newsdealers.

siililll}-. CARY Sf MOEN

WORKSHOP RECEIPTS.

Fortheuseof Manufacturers, Mechanics, and Scien
tific Amateurs. The best late collection published of
such a wide variety of information.

Fikst Sehies.—Bookbinding; Candles; Drawing;
Electro-Metallurgy ; Kngraving: Gilding; Japans; Pho
tography, Pottery; Varnlphlng. etc. 450 page?, with
illustrations 9>'iJIQ

Second Series.—Industrial Chemistry; Cements and
Lutes; Confectionery, Essences, and Extracts ; Dyeing,
Staining, and Coloring; Gelatine, Clue, and Size; Inks:
Paper and Paper Making; Pigments, Paint, and Paint
ing, etc S'i.OO

Tmitl) Series.—Alloys, Electrics, Enamels and Glazes,
Glass, Gold. Iron, and Steel, Lacquers and lacquering.
Lead, Lubricants, Mercury, Nickel, Silver, Tin, Vana
dium, Zinc, etc. 480 pages. ISi illustrations, . S J.on

Fourth Series—Waterproofing; Packing and Stor
ing; Embalming and Preserving ; Leather Polishes ;
Cooling Air and Water; Pumps and Siphons; Desic
cating; Distilling; Emulsifying; Evaporating; Filter
ing; Percolating and Macerating; Electrotyping; Ste
reotyping; Bookbinding; Straw-plaliing; Musical In
struments; Clock and Watch Mending; Photography,
etc CU.UO

W Send for our complete Catalogue of books, free to
any address.

l^T" In ordering single volumes, be particular to men
tion the "series" wanted.

Sent postpaid by MUNN Jk CO.. 361 BroadwaT,
New York, on recel pt of price.
 

WITIIERBV, RUGG & RICHARDSON. Manufacturers
of Patent ^ ood Working Machinery of every descrip
tion. Facilities unsurpassed. Shop formerly occupied
by R. Ball & » o„ Worcester. Mass. Send for Catalogue.

/ .i 1 W LEHIGH ME & MrfE

AND FINE CRAY IRON ALSO STEEL
i" 7 CASTINGS FROM SPECIAL R(Jc
^VflNETINNIhSj^ -. pATTE"?.,
»C FIHISHINt. "'"'INo^-ifl
AMERICAN ST PHILA t ™*D ^

POLISHING FELTS.

122 East

'ACTURER,
r

YORK.

|fOR 8AI.K, Patent „ Suspension Hat Backs for
Ladies' and dents' Hats. Apply to

M. E. IJVB, KaKarctteville. N. C.

CURES GUARANTEED TO MPN
WWII fc-U who Buffer from Nervou* Dcblll- ■» *■□ Xervouft Debili

ty. Last Figur, Exhausted Vitality,
' ~1 of the celebrated MARSTOA TRIAL PACKAGE or the celebrated MARStOX BOLUS,

with Seaitd Treatise and Toiitimoaials, scat on receipt or 2
scamps. Munitoil Remedy Co., 1 'J Park riaee, Aew York.

PIVA Cure Guaranteed ! Dr. Sinclair's old Eng-
L I I V lish Specific is a positive cure for epilepsy,

I «j fits, Ac. Pleasant to use; prompt and ef-
■ ■ ■ w fective: contains no bromide. Send for

circular. K. 8. PECK, 16 Murray St., New York.

WiMMen!

Wlioso VITALITY is falling. Brain DRAINED uid
KXIIAIDSTED or Power Pit KM A'l UKELY W AST-
El) may find a perfect anil reliable cure in the

FRENCH HOSPITAL REMEDIES
originated by Prof. JEAN CI VI AT,!;. of Paris, Frame,
Adopted bv all French Physicians und being rapidly amj
successfully introduced here. All weakening fosse* and
drains promptly checked. Til EATI *E giving news,
paper and medical endorsements, c. FitEE. Consul ta-
tion(oflice or by mail) with nix eminent doctors WU KBL
CIVIALE AGENCY. No. 174 Fulton Street. New York

SB?DEAF
Cusino.vBD Eau Drums PerfeetlyPeck's Patent Improved

Bectore the fleuiaf, and perform the work of the natural
drum, invisible, comfortable and always in position. All
conversation and even whispers heard distinctly. Send for
illustrated liook with testimonials, FKFE. Address orcall on
F. H16COX, 853Broadway. Now York. Mention this papor.

MORE CATARRH. TheGreatG
Kemedy la a positive cure. Free s

rackajre and book for 4 cents in stamps.
K. U. MEDICA1. CO.f East iiampton. Conn.

Instant relief. Final cure in 10 dnys, and
never returns. No purge, no salve, no

suppository. Sufferers will learn of a simple remedy.
Free, by addressing C. J. MASON, 78 Nassau St., N. V.

PILES.

TOYMEN:

■suffering from the ef-
I fens of youthful er-

_ | rors. early decay, lost
manhood, etc- I will send a valuable treatise (sealed)
containing full particnlars for homo cure, free of
charge. Address Prof.F. C. FOWLER, Moodus, Conn.

WEAK, UNDEVELOPED PARTS-
Of the body enlarged and strengthened. Simple, unfailing
fclf-treatment. Full explanation, referencei!, Ar. . MB : sealed
Ixoa. ERIE MEDICAl* CO., BUFFALO, N. Y, m
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In.idr Pnge, encb insertion ---?-"> cents n line.
Bnck I'n a •-. ench Insertion - - - $1.00 a line.

The above arelcharges per agate line—ubout eight
w ... 1- per line. This notice fhows the width of the line,
and is net in agate type. Kngravings may head adver
tisements at the same rate per agate line, by measure
ment, as the letter press. Advertisements must be
received at publication ottice as early as Thursday
Ing to appear in next issue.

 
A PLAIN BRACE. A RATCHET BRACE,

A DRILL BRACE, ALL IN ONE.

Material, Stylo, Finish, Durability, In

all respects this Brace is warranted to he

the best in any market. Bent by mail,

postage paid by us on receipt of $3.00.

Most Hardware dealers will furnish it at

the same price. MILLERS FALLS CO,

No. 74 Chamber St, New York.

BLOWPIPE-FLAME FURNACE.—A
^per by A. 0. Engerl. describing a new boiler furnace,

the designing or which the chief objects have been
economy in fuel and preservation of the boiler. Illus
trated with 2 figures, contained In SriKXTirn ameki-
OAN srjPPLKMTOT. No. 4?!i. i'rlce 10 cents. To be
had t a this office and from all newsdealers.

 
THE IMPROVED

Rider Hot Air PnmDinE Engine

For City or Country Residences,

Burns Coal. Wood, or Gas. Safe, Slmplei

Durable. 3,000 In use. Send for

Illustrated Catalogue "A.'

SAYER & CO.. 37 Dey St.. New Tort.

EDUCATION OF THE AMERICAN
Citizen.—A lecture by I'rof. R. H. Thurston on the
theme: "How may we best aid in those mighty social
movements and those tremendous political changes
which mark the mighty progress of the race toward a
better and il more prosperous future? " Contained in
Sen otitic AitEBicA.N SrppLgMKNT, No. 3*24. I'rlce
10 cents. To be had at this office an-"
dealers.

RUBBER BELTING, PACKING, HOSE,

AND ALL OTHER KINDS OP

MECHANICAL /

The Large?

THE BUTT * A\

■ ii!

THE CONVERSION p iEAT INTO
useful work.—A series ot i». £r lectures by Wm.
Anderson, .M.Inst. C.K , \>.Sf A> the modern views
connected with the roni»» ry" f heat Into useful
work. I. Laws of motion* Jciples of work and
energy, and the laws of imp..v i. Theories i f oscilla
tion and vibration. HI. Propel - js of gases and vapors.
IV. Transfer of the invisible molecular motion of heat,
and its change into the coarser and apparent motion or
mechanical work. V. How the waste of heat in furnaces
Is prevented by the Siemens regenerator. The principle
further illustrated. Cowper stoves. The gun as a con
verter of heat. VI. Heat engines proper. Illustrated
with 53 engravings: Contained In SciENTllfic Ameuicax
Supplements. Nos. ION. Illft. -><»0, .'>01 . 304, 303.
Price 10 cents each, or 60 cents for the series. To be
had at this office and from all newsdealers.

MANUFACTURING PURPOSES.
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